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LIVING ROOM /
DINING ROOM
This is the beating heart of your home. This is where the family 
spends time together. When designing this space, think of all the 
family members. What do you like to do together? What would you 
like to do more often? Maybe you could use a bigger table where 
everyone can sit round..? Or maybe a wide coffee table for family 
board-game sessions..? Make sure there’s room on the couch for 
everyone. What about the dog? Okay, let’s throw in a soft carpet.
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ALAMEDA
Modern, simple and very impressive. Alameda will give a touch of class to  
modern interiors. The shiny white tone and the colour of natural wood  
wouldn’t be so special were it not for the features that make the collection simply  
captivating - vertical handles and modern LED lighting just below the table tops.

white gloss / westminster oak /
high gloss white

TV stand
RTV1S
W/D/H
147/46/55 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
 97/41/96,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
172/41/96,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D2S
W/D/H
102/41/141 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
102/60/201 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
147/41/96,5 cm

shelf
POL_147
W/D/H
147/20/15 cm

wardrobe SZF2D2S; TV stand RTV1S; shelf POL/147; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D2S; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; tuffet/coffee table LAFU H dim. 60x60x40 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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NUIS
The modern Nuis Collection is dedicated to living rooms and bedrooms. The simple
furniture style is combined with originally shaped handles, whose colour you can 
change thanks to a double-sided insert (white and wood). The collection is two-tone:
modern white in high gloss and natural wotan oak wood. Choose from 12 different 
modules that will complement the ergonomic design of your home.

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; hanging cabinet SFW1K_135; TV stand RTV3S; 
glass-door cabinet REG2D2W; wardrobe SZF4D; sideboard KOM3D

wotan oak  / mirror-finish white gloss

chest of drawers KOM3S
W/D/H
90/39,5/91,5 cm

bed LOZ160
W/L/H
165/204,5/85,5 cm

night stand  KOM1S
W/D/H
50/39,5/38,5 cm

glass-door cabinet REG2D2W
W/D/H
90/39,5/141,5 cm

glass-door cabinet KOM3W
W/D/H
135/39,5/106,5 cm

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

hanging cabinet SFW_135
W/D/H
135/29/37,5 cm
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glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
50/39,5/197,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF4D
W/D/H
90/58/197,5 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
135/39,5/47,5 cm

sideboard
KOM3D
W/D/H
135/39,5/91,5 cm

sideboard
KOM2D
W/D/H
90/39,5/91,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K_135
W/D/H
135/37,5/29 cm

sideboard KOM3D  
The asymmetric texture combined with 
the perfectly smooth surface of the front 
panels looks really stylish.
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MODESTO
Modern and dynamic, this is the Modesto Collection. Surprising furni-
ture designs, all thanks to the asymmetrical division of the pieces. The 
whole is finished with details invisible to the eye, which ensure your 
comfort - a silent front closing system, thanks to which the cabinets and 
drawers close almost without a sound.

white / mirror-finish white gloss / 
minerva oak

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
147,5/50/50,5 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
103/44/98,5 cm

shelf 
POL/150
W/D/H
147,5/25/27 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM3D1S
W/D/H
147,5/44/98,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
58/44/195 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
58/44/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D1S
W/D/H
103/60/195 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D; TV stand RTV2D1S; shelf POL/150; chest of drawers KOM3D1S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW
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KIOTO
A duo of wood and veneer with white gloss front panels. Look at 
the beauty of the tinted glass, delicately concealing the displayed 
decorations and travel souvenirs. Isn’t it beautiful?

natural oak / white / natural oak / 
mirror-finish white gloss

coffee table
LAW1S
W/L/H
60/110/45,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
97/40/88,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
97/40/88,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D2W
W/D/H
97/40/138 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
60/40/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
97/55/195 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
145,5/40/88,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
145/46/45,5 cm

shelf
POL/145
W/D/H
145/21,5/35 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; chest of drawers KOM3D3S; glass-door cabinet REG2D2W; TV stand RTV2S; chest of drawers KOM2D1S

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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TV stand
RTV2D2S
W/D/H
149,5/46/44,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/150
W/D/H
150/33/45 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
99,5/42/88,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
149,5/42/88,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D2W
W/D/H
149,5/42/133,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
89,5/42/166 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
99,5/57/202,5 cm

bookshelf
REG90
W/D/H
87,5/40/143,5 cm

INDIO
Nature-inspired colours, minimalist design,  
designer details. The Indio Collection is proof 
that simplicity is the queen of style. Enjoy it.

sibiu golden larch /
high gloss beige

chest of drawers KOM3D3S; cabinet REG90; TV stand RTV2D2S; hanging cabinet SFW/150; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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ERLA
There are many reasons why you will love the Erla  
Collection. Its modern minimalism, its shiny, flawless  
white tones and the lightness with which the front  
panels close. Take a close look. Thanks to the fact that 
the top is delicately separated from the front, it seems 
to float gently in the air.

white / minerva oak /
white gloss varnish

coffee table
LAW_110
W/L/H
60/110/45,5 cm

chair
VKRM 2
W/D/H
53/47/98 cm

table
ERLA
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
158/41/55,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
158/41/88,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
60/41/196 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
98/53/196 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W1S
W/D/H
98/41/153 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
98/41/88,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
98/41/88,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW_158
W/D/H
158/26,5/31 cm

shelf
POL_158
W/D/H
158/23,5/20 cm

glass-door cabinet REG1D1W1S; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; coffee table LAW_110; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; hanging cabinet SFW_158; TV stand RTV2D1S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW
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HOLTEN
Look how the beautiful wood-coloured tops wrap around these minima-
list units, accentuating the impeccable colour and shiny surface of the  
varnished fronts. But that’s not all. You will love this collection not only for 
its style, but also for the lightness with which the front panels close.

glass-door cabinet REG2D1W; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; coffee table TRIANGO S; armchair CASEY ES dim. 94/86/107 cm

white / mirror-finish white gloss, 
top: wotan oak 

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

sideboard
KOM2D
W/D/H
106/42/83,5 cm

TV stand
RTV1S
W/D/H
106/42/50,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
156/42/60,5 cm

shelf
POL/156
W/D/H
156/24/22 cm

shelf
POL/106
W/D/H
106/24/22 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
106/56,5/203,5 cm

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H
68/42/203,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
156/42/83,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/156
W/D/H
156/32,5/40 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
68/42/203,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W
W/D/H
98/42/156,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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wardrobe
SZF3D2S
W/D/H
180/56/203 cm

chest of drawers
KOM6S
W/D/H
98/42/129 cm

table
STO_HOLTEN
W/L/H
90/160-200/76,5 cm

bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
189/204/107 cm

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/199/25,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
54/42/50 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169/204/107 cm

chair
HOLTEN
W/D/H
47/53/98 cm

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
65/110/45,5 cm

sideboard KOM2D; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; TV stand RTV2S;  
glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; sofa LISERA 3S dim. 208/95/86 cm;  
armchair SUSA ES dim. 85/85/94 cm

The collection is 
also available for 

the bedroom and 
the hall.

White furniture is the perfect backdrop for 
more lively colours. Look. Doesn’t the coral 
sofa look beautiful against this background?
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LENA
Lena is a compact set of living room furniture. The modern furniture  
design manifests itself in simple, minimalistic shapes supplemented with 
interesting details in the form of groove lines, visible on the front and de-
licate, horizontal handles. The hanging glass-door cabinet is also equipped 
with energy-saving LED lighting that provides a perfect background for 
stylish decorations.

wall unit LENA dim. 228/42/188 cm

wall unit
LENA
W/D/H 
228/42/188 cm      

sonoma oak white

wall unit
LENA
W/D/H 
228/42/188 cm

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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BYRON
If you love modern style just as we do, explore the Byron Collection. It will  
intrigue you with its subtle lines, delicate grooves on the fronts and uniquely 
styled handles with elements of black tempered glass.

wardrobe SZF2D/20/10; glass-door cabinet REG1W/20/6; hanging cabinet SFW1K/4/12; TV stand RTV2D2S/5/15; glass-door cabinet REG2W/14/10

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

light san remo oak / 
white high gloss

The collection
is also available

for the bedroom 
and the hall.

TV stand
RTV1K/5/12
W/D/H
120/47/47 cm

TV stand
RTV2D2S/5/15
W/D/H
150/47/47 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/9/10
W/D/H
100/42/87 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D2SW/11/15
W/D/H
150/42/106 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W/14/10
W/D/H
99,5/42/142 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/20/6
W/D/H
60/42/195 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
50/42/42 cm

bed
LOZ_160
W/L/H
166/214/37-83 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/20/10
W/D/H
100/56/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1L/21/17
W/D/H
173/56/212 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2L/21/22
W/D/H
225/56/212 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/4/12
W/D/H
120/27/40 cm 

shelf
P/1/10
W/D/H
100/25/10 cm

shelf
P/1/15
W/D/H
150/25/10 cm

SEE
THE WHOLE
COLLECTION
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AZTECA TRIO
This collection offers several options - colour versions. You’ll recognise 
it straight away thanks to the rounded edges of the front panels and the  
original oval handles. It is the only decorative element of the pieces in the 
collection but at the same time it makes them look even more modern.

Strip in three colours
included in the set* wenge 

magia oak

white 
gloss

black 
gloss

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/19/9; chest of drawers KOM3D3S/8/15; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/19/6; table AZTECA TRIO; chair AZTECA TRIO

 white / high 
gloss white
strip: wenge 
magia oak

 san remo oak / 
high gloss white
strip: wenge 
magia oak

 san remo oak
strip: wenge 
magia oak

coffee table 
LAW/4/11
W/L/H
65/110/40 cm

table   
AZTECA TRIO
W/L/H
85/145-185/76 cm

coffee table 
LAW/4/11 I
W/L/H
65/110/40 cm

TV stand   
RTV2D2S/4/15
W/D/H
150/47/43 cm

chair
AZTECA TRIO
W/D/H
42/49/85 cm 

*The price of each piece of furniture includes 3 different decorative strips.

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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sideboard   
REG4D/8/11
W/D/H
105/41/84 cm

glass-door cabinet   

REG1W1D/14/9
W/D/H
90/41/145 cm

glass-door cabinet   

REG1W1D/19/6
W/D/H
60/41/193 cm

glass-door cabinet   

REG1W1D/19/9
W/D/H
90/41/193 cm

wardrobe   
SZF2D/19/11
W/D/H
105/57/193 cm

shelf   
P/2/11
W/D/H
105/20/20 cm

shelf   
P/2/15
W/D/H
150/20/20 cm

hanging glass-door 
cabinet   
SFW1W/10/6
W/D/H
60/35/102 cm

chest of drawers   

KOM5S/10/6
W/D/H
60/41/104 cm  

chest of drawers   
KOM2W1D3S/10/15
W/D/H
150/41/104 cm  

chest of drawers   
KOM3D3S/8/15
W/D/H
150/41/84 cm

night stand   
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
41/50/43 cm 

bed   
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/213/35-86 cm

wardrobe   
SZF3D/21/18
W/D/H
180/57/210 cm 

wardrobe   
SZF2D2L/21/22
W/D/H
220/57/210 cm 

chest of drawers  
KOM4S/8/11
W/D/H
105/41/84 cm

hanging cabinet   

SFW1K/4/11
W/D/H
105/35/41 cm 

chest of drawers KOM4S/8/11; TV stand RTV2D2S/4/15; shelf P/2/15; hanging cabinet SFW1K/4/11; sideboard REG4D/8/11

desk   
BIU1D1S/8/12
W/L/H
66/120/75 cm

The collection 
is also available 

for the bedroom, 
home office

and hall
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ELPASSO
Items from this collection will work well in small rooms, because despite 
being spacious, they are light and “airy”. It’s all thanks to glazed glass-door 
cabinets  and glass shelves. Look how beautifully they display decorative 
trinkets while protecting them from dust.

chest of drawers KOM5S/60; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/150; glass-door cabinet REG1W3D/20/9; chest of drawers KOM3D3S; coffee table LAW/110

light san remo oak, strip: brown wenge oak

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
135,5/41,5/84 cm

sideboard
KOM4D 
W/D/H
100/41,5/104,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/90 
W/D/H
90/41,5/84 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S/60
W/D/H
60/41,5/104,5 cm

coffee table
LAW/110 
W/L/H
65/110/46,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2W1D3S
W/D/H
150,5/41,5/104,5 cm

shelf
POL/150 
W/D/H
150/19,5/20 cm

TV stand
RTV2S 
W/D/H
150/47/43 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K 
W/D/H
150/29/40,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D/20/9
W/D/H
90/41,5/200 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D/14/9
W/D/H
90/41,5/144 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
60/41,5/200 cm

hanging glass-door 
cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
60/29/122 cm

wardrobe
SZF4D
W/D/H
90/56/200 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/203,5/43,5-90,5 cm

high bed
LOZ/160 B
W/L/H
165/203,5/50,5-97,5 cm

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
50/41,5/43 cm

1. glass vase, H 25 cm, dusty pink, 2. table lamp Travis 1xE27 60W, white/natural wood,  
material: wood/textile, dim. 53x18 cm, 3. decorative cushion Magnolia, dim. 43x43 cm, 
4. cup Mint, vol. 260 ml, 5. chest of drawers KOM3D3S, 6. wardrobe SZF4D, night stand  
KOM2S, bed LOZ/160, chest of drawers KOM3D3S

5

62

4

3
1

The collection 
is also available 

for the bedroom.
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AROSA
Arosa furniture is a combination of modern glass and oak  
veneer, which give the contemporary style a touch of classic 
elegance. Thin oak wood boards cover the furniture fronts and 
bodies, perfectly highlighting the natural beauty of the rings 
and features of this fine, raw material.

TV stand RTV2D1S; shelf POL/150; glass-door cabinet REG2W; glass-door cabinet REG2W; chair AROSA/2; table STO/140

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

baltic oak / natural oak / 
black gloss

brown oak / black gloss

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H 
160/45/42,5 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM3D1S
W/D/H 
160/40/89,5 cm  

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H 
64,5/40/200,5 cm  

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H 
105/60/200,5 cm  

hanging cabinet
SFW1K
W/D/H 
160/30/36 cm  

shelf
POL/150
W/D/H 
150/25,5/14 cm  

table
STO/140
W/L/H 
90/140-180/76 cm

chair
AROSA/2
W/D/H 
44/50/96 cm  

coffee table
LAW/70
W/L/H 
70/70/45 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W
W/D/H 
105/40/149,5 cm  

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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glass-door cabinet REG2W; chest of drawers KOM3D1S; 
shelf POL/150; table AROSA; chairs AROSA 

This table symbolises elegance and luxury. 
A glass table top in saturated black with 
strong wooden legs. Do you know a more 
beautiful combination?
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shelf
POL/160
W/D/H 
160/30/20 cm

shelf
POL/110
W/D/H 
110/30/20 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S 
W/D/H 
58,5/40/196 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S 
W/D/H 
134/45/88,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S 
W/D/H 
89,5/60/196 cm

chest of drawers
KOM7S 
W/D/H 
160/45/88,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/60 
W/D/H 
58,9/45/118 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W2S
W/D/H 
89,5/40/130,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D2W3S
W/D/H 
89,5/40/130,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S 
W/D/H 
89,5/40/130,5 cm

CANNET
Traditional Cannet furniture shows a clear tendency towards modern 
designs. It blends in beautifully with contemporary accessories and is 
in green, which is trending this year; it is also typical, 1960’s furniture 
like the coffee tables in the picture. Another charming feature are 
the semi-circular handles, which bring to mind a pharmacist’s cabinet.

TV stand RTV3S; shelf POL/160; glass-door cabinet REG2D2W3S; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S;  
coffee table TRIANGO S; coffee table TRIANGO L; wardrobe SZF2D2S

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

white / canyon 
monument oak / 
white matt

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H 
160/45/51 cm

table
CANNET
W/L/H 
90/160-200/76,5 cm

coffee table 
with straight legs
CANNET
W/L/H 
55/110/50 cm

coffee table 
with turned legs
CANNET
W/L/H 
55/110/49,5 cm

table
CANNET
W/L/H 
90/160-200/76,5 cm

chair
PATYCZAK 
PROWANSALSKI
W/D/H 
42/49/85 cm

chair
CANNET
W/D/H 
52/97/45 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/110 
W/D/H 
109,5/45/88,5 cm
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glass-door cabinet REG2W; shelf POL/150; chest of drawers KOM2D4S

HAGA
The perfect choice for people who are equally interested in functionality and 
fashionable design. Traditional frame-based fronts, metal handles and subdued 
colours are a perfect recipe for Scandinavian-style interiors. The whole arrange-
ment is complemented with tops in the shade of Polish oak. white canadian/Polish oak/

white canadian

sideboard
KOM2D
W/D/H
101/43,5/95 cm

shelf
POL/150
W/D/H
150/27/25 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/150
W/D/H
151/34/37 cm

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
151/43,5/60 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
101/43,5/95 cm

bookshelf
REG/90
W/D/H
91/34/129,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W
W/D/H
91/43,5/203 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
101/58/203 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
81/43,5/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
121/43,5/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
151/43,5/95 cm

sideboard
KOM3D
W/D/H
151/43,5/95 cm

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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The Possi Collection won’t let you 
compromise. You can design exactly 
the interiors you’re dreaming about. 
It’s up to you to decide what colour 
the body should be and what colour 
the individual fronts should be - you 
can even create beautiful “multi-
coloured” furniture. The result? A 
living room like no other.

SIDE BODY 
COMPONENTS1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

CENTRAL BODY 
COMPONENTS

FRONTS

Create without limitations
your own version of the perfect Possi furniture.

white light san remo oak2 BASIC COLOUR 
VERSIONS

FRONTS

Choose the colour of the fronts  /   look

You can choose fronts in 2 basic colours or combine basic colours with 25 additional colours 
available on special request.

light larch monument oakmali grey25 ADDITIONAL 
COLOUR VERSIONS

IN MATT 
FINISH:

FRONTS

3 COLOUR 
VERSIONS

BODY
white light san remo oak

Select body colours    /   look

Within the body, the colours of the sides and other body elements can be freely combined.

grey wolfram

larch messina ash sibiu golden larchsamoa teak

pacyficcapriblue

ashen

ferro

teak

bright ebony
high gloss

shiraz wenge

dove gloss
grey wolfram 

high glosspearly glosswhite high gloss

eggplant  
high gloss

black 
high gloss

red  
high gloss

honey gloss

red renolit yellow

IN A GLOSSY 
FINISH:

Create your own 
colour version,
using the POSSI 
wizard.

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
99/207/42,5-74,5 cm

bed drawer
SZUF/160
W/L/H
70/156/19 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/5/5
W/D/H
55/42/47,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S/10/15
W/D/H
150/42/102 cm

shelf
P/1/9
W/D/H
95/25/12 cm

shelf
P/1/14
W/D/H
140/25/12 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/9/9
W/D/H
95/42/91 cm

cabinet
REG2S/20/5
W/D/H
55/42/196,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D2S/20/5
W/D/H
55/42/196,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S/20/5
W/D/H
55/42/196,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D3S/20/8
W/D/H
85/42/196,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/20/5
W/D/H
49/42/196,5 cm

cabinet
REG4D/20/8
W/D/H
85/42/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S/20/9
W/D/H
95/54/196,5 cm

cabinet REG4D/20/5; hanging cabinet SFW/4/14; TV stand RTV2S/5/14

hanging cabinet
SFW/4/14
W/D/H
140/32/36 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/5/14
W/D/H
140/52/47,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/4/5
W/D/H
55/32/36 cm

* The mirror is only available in light san remo oak.

mirror
LUS/11/5*
W/D/H
55/2/109 cm

desk
BIU1D1S/8/12
W/L/H
60/122/75 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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2

3

1

4

1. hanging cabinet SFW/4/5; bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZUF/160;  hanging cabinet 
SFW/4/14; cabinet REG4D/20/5 2./3. chest of drawers KOM3D3S/10/15 4. cabinet  
REG1D2S/20/5, cabinet REG1W2S/20/5

The collection  
is also available  

for the bedroom
and the  

youth room.
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HEDA
Vintage is back in style. Simple and unpretentious, it gracefully 
combines an attachment to the good old days with modern 
minimalism. Drawing inspiration from the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s, 
it brings a bit of nostalgia into our houses and flats. Discover it 
with the Heda Collection.

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; TV stand RTV1D1S; shelf POL/135; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W, coffee table LAW1S

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

white/gold sibu larch/white gloss

coffee table
LAW1S
W/L/H 
60/110,5/45,5 cm      

desk
BIU2S
W/L/H 
60/120,5/77 cm      

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H 
85/40,5/90 cm      

TV stand
RTV1D1S
W/D/H 
135/40,5/55 cm      

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H 
150/40,5/90 cm      

shelf
POL/135
W/D/H 
135/19,5/14 cm      

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H 
56/40,5/194,5 cm      

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H 
85/54/194,5 cm      

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H 
56/40,5/194,5 cm      

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H 
85/40,5/140,5 cm      

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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ZELE

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; TV stand RTV2S; hanging cabinet SFW1K; glass-door cabinet REG1W3D

This will delight you with its elegant minimalism and  
subdued colour palette, proving that simple forms don’t 
need a rich setting. Discover the Zele Collection. Look at 
the delicate handles on the upper edges of the fronts - in-
creasing comfort of use, without disturbing the aesthetic 
appeal of simple forms.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

wotan oak /white gloss

1. set of 3 elements of Tea For One Gold   
2. plafond Vallaspra 2xE14 40W, champagne/white, material: steel/glass, 
dim. 19x35x16,5 cm
3. cushion Marmur, dim. 45x45 cm, coral pink
4. pad Gold Leaf, dim. 36x48 cm

1

2
3

4
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desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
60/120/76 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
95/41/86 cm  

coffee table
LAW/120
W/L/H
60/120/45,5 cm  

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm  

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
145/204,5/85,5 cm  

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/204,5/85,5 cm  

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

chest of drawers KOM3S; wardrobe SZF2D1S; bed LOZ/160; night stand  KOM1S

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
135/41/45 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
135/41/86 cm  

shelf
POL/135
W/D/H
135/18,5/20 cm  

hanging cabinet
SFW1K
W/D/H
135/31/37 cm  

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/90
W/D/H
90/41/132,5 cm  

sideboard
KOM4D
W/D/H
104/41/106 cm  

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
56/41/195 cm  

bookshelf
REG/56/195
W/D/H
56/41/195 cm  

glass-door cabinet
REG1W3D
W/D/H
90/41/195 cm  

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
90,5/56,5/195 cm  

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
78/78/195 cm  

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/41/38,5 cm  

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection 
is also available 

for the bedroom
and the 

youth room.
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KASPIAN
Smart appearance, slim silhouette and openness to your colour preferences are the main advantages of Kaspian. 
It can be the light or dark part of your interior - it is available in white, oak and wenge. It will guard your treasures 
and ensure your comfort. You will not want to replace it with anything else for a long time.

sideboard KOM4D; hanging cabinet SFW/140; TV stand RTV2S; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; wardrobe SZF2D2S

 sonoma oak / 
mirror-finish 
white gloss 

 wenge  wenge / 
  white gloss

 white  sonoma oak

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS
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chest of drawers KOM4S; TV stand RTV/2S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W/140; shelf POL/140; sideboard KOM4D

chest of drawers   
KOM2W5S
W/D/H
143,5/40,5/112,5 cm  

chest of drawers   
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
143,5/40,5/92 cm  

sideboard   
KOM4D
W/D/H
105/40,5/112,5 cm  

chest of drawers   

KOM4S
W/D/H
105/40,5/92 cm

shelf   
POL/140
W/D/H
143,5/25/4 cm  

mirror   
LUS/100
W/D/H
105/2/77 cm 

shelf   
POL/100
W/D/H
105/25/4 cm  

hanging glass-door cabinet   
SFW1W/140
W/D/H
143,5/30,5/40 cm   

hanging cabinet   
SFW/140
W/D/H 
143,5/30,5/40 cm  

TV stand   
RTV2S
W/D/H
143,5/55,5/33,5 cm  

glass-door cabinet   
REG2W2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm

glass-door cabinet   

REG1W2S
W/D/H
56/40,5/200,5 cm   

wardrobe   
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
90/55,5/200,5 cm

wardrobe   
SZF5D2S
W/D/H
153,5/55,5/211 cm   

mirror   
LUS/50 
W/D/H
49/2/116 cm

hanger   
WIE/60 
W/D/H
66/24/152 cm

chest of drawers   
KOM1D1SP 

W/D/H
49/40,5/77 cm

shoe cabinet   
SBUT/60 
W/D/H
66/40,5/44,5 cm

wardrobe   
SZF1D2SP 
W/D/H
56/40,5/200,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

bookshelf   
REG/90
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm  

cabinet   
REG2D2S
W/D/H
90/40,5/200,5 cm  
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sideboard KOM4D; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W/140;  TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; hanging cabinet SFW/140; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; 

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection 
is also available 

for the bedroom, 
home office, 
youth room
and the hall.

table    
STO 110/75
W/L/H
75/110-155/77 cm

chair   
TRIO 2
W/D/H
46/49/107 cm

desk   
BIU2D2S/160
W/L/H
65/160/77 cm    

desk   
BIU1D1S/120
W/L/H
65/120/77 cm

night stand  

KOM1S
W/D/H
51/40,5/33,5 cm  

bed   
LOZ/140
W/L/H
146/207/35-60,5 cm

bed   
LOZ/160
W/L/H
166/207/35-60,5 cm

high bed        
LOZ/160 B
W/L/H
168/207/50-101 cm

chest of drawers  

KOM5S
W/D/H
56/40,5/112,5 cm

KASPIAN BEDS WITH DRAWERS COMING SOON!
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BARI

sideboard KOM4D; hanging cabinet SFW1K; TV stand RTV2S; glass-door cabinet REG1W1DL/P; coffee table TXL_011 dim. 45/45/45 cm; coffee table BARI; chair BARI; table BARI

High-gloss varnished white fronts on a subtle backdrop of stained wood. This combina-
tion is extremely elegant. The rounded edges of the pieces mean that even the spacious
cabinets look light. Discover the Bari Collection.

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

white / natural oak / 
high gloss whitechest of drawers

KOM4S
W/D/H
93,5/40/85,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
58,5/40/106 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/13
W/D/H
93,5/40/125,5 cm

coffee table
LAW/113
W/L/H
60/113,5/43 cm

chair
BARI
W/D/H
50/51/87 cm

table
STO/140
W/L/H
80/140-180/75,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
53,5/40/40 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
168,5/210/43-83 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
153,5/45/40 cm

sideboard
KOM4D
W/D/H
103,5/40/106 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
153,5/40/85,5 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1W1DL
W/D/H
58,5/40/195 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1W1DP
W/D/H
58,5/40/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
93,5/56,5/195 cm

shelf
POL/103
W/D/H
103,5/23,5/24 cm

shelf
POL/153
W/D/H
153,5/23,5/24 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K
W/D/H
153,5/29/38 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
153,5/56,5/205 cm

The collection 
is also available 

for the bedroom. 
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RUSO
Some furniture simply does not age..! The Ruso 
Collection is that kind of furniture. Thicker sides, 
pearly gloss, elegant forms. It’s our way of making 
timeless pieces. You’ll fall in love with them.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

april oak / pearly gloss /  
lava supermat

glass-door cabinet
KOM3W3D
W/D/H
149/45,5/120,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
104/45,5/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
149/45,5/98,5 cm

chair
PAELLA
W/D/H
45/50/93 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 64
W/L/H
64/64/46 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 106
W/L/H
106/64/46 cm

table
STO/110/100
W/L/H
100/110-165/77 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
149/45,5/59 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
69/45,5/204,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D
W/D/H
69/45,5/204,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
69/45,5/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2D
W/D/H
104/45,5/158,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
104/60,5/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet REG2W2D; TV stand RTV3S; shelf POL/149; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D

shelf
POL/149
W/D/H
149/28/20 cm

SEE THE 
WHOLE COLLECTION
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MADISON
Fronts wrapped in oak veneer, without unnecessary decoration, will catch 
everybody’s eye. The geometric forms complement the decorative inden-
tations in the body just above the legs and the upper edges of the fronts.
The icing on the cake is the black detail that intersects the front lines.

brown oak

chest of drawers KOM3D3S; glass-door cabinet REG3D2W2S; shelf POL/95; glass-door cabinet REG3D1W/150; chair MADISON; table TXS_MADISON; armchair FOGO ES dim. 70/67/74 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

chair
MADISON
W/D/H
45/53/96,5 cm

table
TXS_MADISON
W/L/H
90/150-200/77 cm

coffee table
TXL_MADISON
W/L/H
60/110/54,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
162/42/92 cm

TV stand
RTV2D2S
W/D/H
162/42/53 cm

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
162/20/17 cm

shelf
POL/95
W/D/H
95/20/17 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG3D2W2S
W/D/H
162/42/130 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG3D1W/150
W/D/H
95/42/150 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG3D1W/200
W/D/H
95/42/198 cm

wardrobe
SZF4D
W/D/H
95/55,5/195 cm
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BAYLAR
With the Baylar Collection, subdued, modern interiors will gain a striking appeal. 
First of all you will notice the characteristic bold sides and grooved strips, whose 
asymmetrical surface is lit by LED strip lighting. The original design is in deep mona-
stery oak which will add a touch of elegance to the interiors. Baylar, thanks to the 
many available modules, allows you to design interiors adjusted to the needs of all 
household members. System dedicated to living rooms.

monastery oak / black

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/68; shelf POL/135; TV stand RTV2D; glass-door cabinet REG1W1D/100

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
135/42,5/60 cm

shelf
POL/135
W/D/H
135/23,5/25 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/100
W/D/H
99,5/40/147 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
112/42,5/92,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/68
W/D/H
68/40/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
95,5/56,5 /196,5cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
135/42,5/92,5 cm

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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dark aosta walnut

1. wall unit WIKI C   2. wall unit WIKI B

1 2

WIKI
The WIKI wall unit is a classic piece of furniture, perfect for an  
elegant living room, where the main objective is the optimal use 
of space. The timeless form of this furniture and the workmanship 
make the wall unit a functional yet decorative component of your 
interiors, which will serve you for many years to come.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

wall unit WIKI D
W/D/H 324/56,5/214 cm

wall unit WIKI B
W/D/H 318/56,5/214 cm

wall unit WIKI C
W/D/H 368/56,5/214 cm
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1
2

4BERGEN

TV stand RTV3S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW3W; glass-door cabinet REG3W; glass-door cabinet REG2W2D; coffee table TRIANGO L; coffee table TRIANGO S; 
tuffet MATEUS H 60X90 dim. 90/60/45 cm; sofa MAXIME 1,5 S dim. 132/88/85 cm

Your oasis must be truly special. If you want calm and stylish ele-
gance, choose the Bergen Collection. The original colour of the 
wood and the interesting form are its distinguishing features. 
Look at the details, precisely “cut” sides. This is non-standard fur-
niture for non-standard interiors.

sibiu golden larch

1. metal lantern black, dim. 23x23xh24 cm  
2. decorative cushion  Botanical green, dim. 43x43 cm
3. dinner set 18 pcs. Wabi Sabi Jadeite, china
4. pendant lamp Exmoor 8xE27 60W, black, material: steel, dim. 40x96 cm

3

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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glass-door cabinet REG2W2D; glass-door cabinet WIT3W

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/47/45 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1M2S
W/D/H
144/63/202 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
102/63/202 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
145,5 /204,5/
78,5-102,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165,5 /204,5/
78,5-102,5 cm

chair 
BERGEN
W/D/H
45/50/95 cm

table
STO/160
W/L/H
90/160-200/76 cm

coffee table
LAW/130
W/L/H
55/130/45 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
110/47/98 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
156/47/98 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
72/47/116 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
72/47/202 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2D
W/D/H
102/47/202 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG3W
W/D/H
156/47/150,5 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
156/47/64 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW3W
W/D/H
156/33,5/49,5 cm

shelf
POL/110
W/D/H
110/32,5/27 cm

shelf
POL/150
W/D/H
156/32,5/27 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2S
W/D/H
102/47/150,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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BALIN
The Balin Collection is the most synthetic form - simple, 
transparent and economical. The strong colours of the 
furniture are toned down by the delicate form. Thicker 
sides and tops support smooth fronts decorated with 
modern longitudinally-shaped handles which serve a de-
corative function.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

monastery oak / black oak monastery oak

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
160/45/85 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
112/45/85 cm

coffee table
LAW2S/110
W/L/H
60/110/40 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
140/45/61 cm

shelf
POL/140
W/D/H
140/23,5/25 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
68/39,5/196,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
100,5/39,5/148,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
98/56/196 cm

chest of drawers KOM2D3S; wardrobe SZF2D; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; TV stand RTV2S; shelf POL/140; glass-door cabinet REG1W; coffee table LAW2S/110

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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KADA
This style answers all of the 
needs of everyday life. There is 
no shortage of functional solu-
tions, tasteful designs and de-
signer features. Do you want 
to feel comfortable? Check 
how gently and silently the 
front panels close.

FEATURES AND 
FUNCTIONS

glass-door cabinet REG1W1D; chest of drawers KOM3D3S; shelf POL/149; TV stand RTV3S

april oak

cabinet
REG1D
W/D/H
69,1/45,4/204,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
69,1/45,4/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D
W/D/H
69,1/45,4/204,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
104,1/60,4/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W2D
W/D/H
104,1/45,4/158,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
KOM3W3D
W/D/H
149,1/45,4/120,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
149,1/45,4/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
104,1/45,4/98,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
149,1/45,4/64,7 cm

TV stand
RTV3S
W/D/H
149,1/45,4/58,7 cm

shelf
POL/149
W/D/H
149/28/20 cm

chair
PAELLA
W/D/H
45/50/93 cm

table
STO/110/100
W/L/H
100/110-165/77 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 64
W/L/H
64/64/46 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 106
W/L/H
64/106/46 cm

SEE THE 
WHOLE COLLECTION
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KOEN 2
Wood and sandy tones. Inspiration taken from nature, in a very 
elegant style. Simple handles and grooves on the fronts highlight 
the modern style of this collection. The subdued colours comple-
ment the accessories in vibrant colours in such as the rare but 
beautiful coral shade.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

1. cup Morning Bruch, vol. 390 ml  
2. quilted bedspread Bedford, dim. 180x200 cm,  grey, 100% polyester
3. decorative quilted cushion Bedford, dim. 40x40 cm, grey, 100% polyester
4. pendant lamp Artemida 1xE27 60W,  white/oak, material: textile/wood,  
dim. 50x15x90 cm

1
2

3

4

chest of drawers KOM4S; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W/163; glass-door cabinet REG1D1W/143; wardrobe SZF3D

canyon monument oak /
grey sandy gloss
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night stand  KOM1S; bed LOZ/160; chest of drawers KOM3D3S; wardrobe SZF3D

1. cup Morning Bruch, vol. 390 ml  
2. quilted bedspread Bedford, dim. 180x200 cm,  grey, 100% polyester
3. decorative quilted cushion Bedford, dim. 40x40 cm, grey, 100% polyester
4. pendant lamp Artemida 1xE27 60W,  white/oak, material: textile/wood,  
dim. 50x15x90 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/143
W/D/H
143,5/26,5/42 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
103,5/40/96,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
63,5/40/117,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S 
W/D/H
163,5/40/96,5 cm

hanging glass-door 
cabinet
SFW1W/163
W/D/H
163/26,5/41,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/143
W/D/H
143,5/47,5/48,5 cm

coffee table
RUMBI 2
W/L/H
1/64/06/46 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/143 
W/D/H
98,5/40/138 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
63,5/40/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D 
W/D/H
103,5/56,5/200 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
163,5/56,5/208 cm

bed
LOZ/160 
W/L/H
165/205,5/42,5-75,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S 
W/D/H
58,5/40/46,5 cm

SEE 
THE WHOLE 
COLLECTIONGlossy fronts reflect the 

light, making your interior 
look visually larger. Try this 
solution at home.

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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ALHAMBRA
This expressive furniture will be no ‘shrinking violet’, but will play 
the lead rôle in your living room and is as exotic as the Arab fortress 
in Spain, which was the inspiration for the name of the collection. 
Original..? Yes, thanks to the grooved black solid wood slats passing 
through the front line. Practical..? Yes, thanks to the smooth, silent 
closing systems featured in the drawers and cabinets.

alhambra, strip: black matt

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

TV stand RTV2D; shelf POLL/160; shelf POLP/100; chest of drawers KOM4S; glass-door cabinet KOM3W; table ALHAMBRA; chair ALHAMBRA; coffee table ALHAMBRA

1. tea set Orient Tea, 4 pcs.   
2. wall clock, metal, diameter 60 cm
3. decorative cushion Seszele, dim. 45x45 cm, 100% polyester
4. pendant lamp Umbra Black 1xE27 40W, black/gold, 
material: metal, dim. 35x18x120 cm

1

2

3

4
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chair ALHAMBRA; table STO/140 glass-door cabinet REG1D1W; sideboard KOM3D

shelf
POLL/100*
W/D/H
102,5/22/25,5 cm

shelf
POLP/100*
W/D/H
102,5/22/25,5 cm

shelf
POLL/160*
W/D/H
162,5/22/25,5 cm

shelf
POLP/160*
W/D/H
162,5/22/25,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
103/40/91,5 cm

sideboard
KOM2D
W/D/H
103/40/91,5 cm

sideboard
KOM3D
W/D/H
162,5/40/91,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
KOM3W
W/D/H
162,5/40/91,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
63/40/201 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
103/54/201 cm

* black rear panels,
other elements in Alhambra

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W
W/D/H
97/40/159,5 cm

chair
ALHAMBRA
W/D/H
44/50/96 cm

table
STO/140
W/L/H
90/140-180/76 cm

TV stand
RTV2D
W/D/H
148/45/49 cm

coffee table
LAW/110
W/L/H
65/124/52,5 cm

SEE
THE WHOLE
COLLECTION
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RAFLO
A return to nature in a very climatic style. Milled slats on the sides 
create a beautiful setting for the bodies in natural wood colour. The 
halogen lighting romantically illuminates the grooves inside the 
glass-door cabinets. Thanks to the front and side glazing, the pie-
ces look particularly impressive, especially in the evening. You don’t 
even need candles. salev walnut

table
STO/8/18
W/L/H
80/140-180/76 cm

chair
VKRM/2
W/D/H
47/53/98 cm

coffee table
LAW/6/7
W/L/H
65/70/55 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S/7/15
W/D/H
152/35,5/73,5 cm

shelf
P/1/15
W/D/H
152/25/3 cm

coffee table
LAW/6/11
W/L/H
65/110/55 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/4/15
W/D/H
152/25,5/37 cm  

TV stand
RTV2S/3/15
W/D/H
152/55,5/29 cm  

sideboard
SFK4D/10/11
W/D/H
107/35,5/96,5 cm

shelf
P/1/10
W/D/H
102/25/3 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM4S/10/10
W/D/H
102/35,5/96,5 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM4S/10/6
W/D/H
59/35,5/96,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S/3/6
W/D/H
59/35,5/28,5 cm  

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
180,5/207/37-82,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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chest of drawers KOM2W4S/10/16; hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1WK/4/15; chest of drawers 
KOM2D3S/7/15; glass-door cabinet REG1W1S/19/6

cabinet
REG1D1S/19/6
W/D/H
59/35,5/192,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S/19/10
W/D/H
102/55,5/192,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1S/19/6
W/D/H
59/35,5/192,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D/21/17
W/D/H
166/65,5/205 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/19/6I
W/D/H
59/35,5/192,5 cm  

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/19/6II
W/D/H
59/35,5/192,5 cm  

chest of drawers
KOM2W4S/10/16
W/D/H
160/45,5/96,5 cm  

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1WK/4/15
W/D/H
152/25,5/37 cm    

The decorative wood panels are time-
less. That way you can be sure that in 
a few years’ time your furniture will 
still look stylish.

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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PATRAS
Discover the new version of a classic style.  
The furniture in a warm shade of oak  
doesn’t only offer excellent accessories, 
but also a unique finish. But that’s not 
all. Look at the handles - just like elegant  
jewellery, they adorn the furniture fronts, 
complementing the whole most tastefully.

april oak

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
153/44,5/93 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
168/208,5/63-101 cm

chair
PATRAS
W/D/H
44/51/94,5 cm

table
TXS_PATRAS
W/L/H
80/140-180/77 cm

coffee table
TXL_PATRAS
W/L/H
60/100/50,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
93/44,5/93 cm

glass-door cabinet
KOM2W4S
W/D/H
153/44,5/129 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
103/44,5/158,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
153/59/208 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
153/44,5/48 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/63 
L left / P right
W/D/H
63/44,5/201 cm

cabinet
REG2D1S
W/D/H
93/44,5/201 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
103/59/201 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/153
W/D/H
153/35/39,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
58/44,5/48 cm

TV stand RTV2S; hanging cabinet SFW/153; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; cabinet REG2D1S 

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
187/209/105 cm

KALIO
Enthusiasts of the classic or Scandina-
vian style with a romantic twist will be 
delighted with the gently milled textu-
re, the spot handles and legs which 
seem to make the furniture float  
effortlessly above the floor.

white gloss / plywood
acacia/ white gloss

table
KALIO
W/L/H
90/135-180/77 cm

chair
KALIO
W/D/H
43/57/90 cm

coffee table
KALIO
W/L/H
65/110/47 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
58,5/42,5/50,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
163/41,5/91 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG2D2W1S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/158 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1D1W1S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
99,5/59,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF6D2S
W/D/H
213/59,5/218,5 cm
(optional shelf inserts 3 pcs.)

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
141/45/50,5 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
141/28/41 cm

mirror LUS
W/D/H
140/6,5/60,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
167/209/105 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet SFW1W; TV stand RTV2D1S; glass-door cabinet REG2D2W1S; coffee table KALIO; armchair PORTORYKO ES dim. 75/96/100 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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BAWARIA

 glass-door cabinet DWIT2D1S

Classic style lovers will not be able to resist these sophistica-
ted forms, brass handles, rounded mantelpieces and plinths. 
On the chestnut tops you can display family memorabilia and 
put porcelain figurines behind the glass. The Bawaria Collec-
tion is tradition for home cultivation.

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

chestnut / italian walnut chair BAWARIA DKRSII; table DSTO
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 chest of drawers DKOM2D3S/185

sideboard
DKOM2D
W/D/H 
89,5/45,5/87 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM2D3S/135
W/D/H 
134,5/49,5/87 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM2D3S/185
W/D/H 
184,5/49,5/87 cm

corner glass-door cabinet
DNAD 1WN

W/D/H 
49/49/113,5 cm

corner chest of 
drawers
DKOM 1DN
W/D/H 
54,5/54,5/87 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM4S
W/D/H 
60/45,5/109,5 cm

chest of drawers
DKOM3S
W/D/H 
99,5/45,5/87 cm

TV stand
DRTV 100
W/D/H 
99,5/56,5/61 cm

IMPORTANT!
The glass-door cabinets feature Sahara ornamental glass.

glass-door cabinet
DWIT 2D1S
W/D/H 
101,5/40/200 cm

wardrobe
DSZF2D1S
W/D/H 
101,5/63/200 cm

glass-door cabinet 
DWIT 1DP
W/D/H 
62/40/200 cm

glass-door cabinet 
DWIT 1DL
W/D/H 
62/40/200 cm

coffee table
DLAW 120
W/L/H 
68/120/54 cm

table
DSTO 150
W/L/H 
90/160-200/78 cm

chair 
DKRSII
W/D/H 
46/55/94 cm

armchair
DFOT
W/D/H 
59/68/97-110 cm

chair
DKRS_P
W/D/H 
57/55/94 cm

table
BAWARIA MAX
W/L/H 
100/160-360/78 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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KENT
With the Kent Furniture Collection you can create a 
living room in the full sense of the word - elegant like 
a lounge in an old palace. At such a beautiful table, 
every meal will taste unique. You can enjoy this luxu-
ry every day. 

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

chestnut

chair
SMALL
W/D/H 
44/53/94,5 cm

chair
EKRS
W/D/H 
45/55/98 cm

chair
EKRS_P
W/D/H 
59/55/98 cm

table
ESTO160
W/L/H 
90/160-200/76,5 cm

table
KENT MAX
W/L/H 
100/160-360/78 cm

TV stand
ERTV100
W/D/H 
101/54,5/54,5 cm

coffee table
ELAW 130
W/L/H 
65/130/51,5 cm

coffee table
ELAST 130/170
W/L/H 
67/134-174/60-76 cm

glass-door cabinet EREG3W2S; chest of drawers EKOM3D1S; mirror ELUS 155; chest of drawers EKOM 2D2S; table ESTO 160; chair EKRS_P; chair EKRS

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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chest of drawers
EKOM 5S/6
W/D/H 
61,5/45/108,5 cm

wardrobe
ESZF2D1S
W/D/H 
110/65,5/204,5 cm

bookshelf
EREG100 O
W/D/H 
110/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 2D2S
W/D/H 
110/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EREG 3W2S
W/D/H 
167,5/43-49,5/204,5 cm

wardrobe
ESZF 4D2S
W/D/H
227/53-65,5/225 cm

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 1DP
W/D/H 
70,5/43/204,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
EWIT 1DL
W/D/H 
70,5/43/204,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 5S/10
W/D/H 
101/45/90,5 cm

corner glass-door 
cabinet
ENAD 1WN
W/D/H 
58,5/58,5/114,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
ENAD 2W
W/D/H 
110/43/114,5 cm

corner chest of 
drawers
EKOM 1DSN
W/D/H 
60/60,5/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 3D1S
W/D/H 
153,5/45/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 2D2S
W/D/H 
101/45/90,5 cm

mirror
ELUS 155
W/D/H
154,5/11/88 cm

chest of drawers
EKOM 8S
W/D/H
153,5/45/90,5 cm

night stand 
EKOM 1S
W/D/H
56,5/38,5/52,5 cm

bed
ELOZ 160
W/L/H
175/210/60,5-81,5 cm

1. glass-door cabinet EREG3W2S    
2. bookshelf EREG 100 O; glass-door cabinet EWIT1DL; TV stand ERTV100; chest of drawers EKOM3D1S

21

The collection
is also available 

for the 
bedroom.
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NATALIA III

glass-door cabinet WIT 100/2S; chest of drawers KOM150/3S; chest of drawers KOM130; table NATALIA 140; chair NATALIA DKRS II; sofa CUPIDO 1,5 S dim. 180/103/94 cm; tuffet CUPIDO H 
82x82 dim. 82/82/44 cm

In this collection you will find everything you need to create  
a classically beautiful living room and dining room. Chests of drawers,  
sideboards, glass-door cabinets and a very impressive table with chairs  
with beautifully decorated legs. With interiors like these, every dinner 
will be sophisticated.

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

primavera cherry table NATALIA 140; chair NATALIA DKRS II
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table 
STO/160
W/L/H 
90/160-210/80 cm

table  
STO/140
W/L/H 
80/140-180/80 cm

chair   
DKRSII
W/D/H 
46/55/94 cm

chest of drawers  
KOM 130
W/D/H 
128/44/113 cm

chest of drawers   
KOM 150/3S
W/D/H 
148/44/85 cm

coffee table  
LAW 120
W/L/H 
65/120/55,5 cm

TV stand 
RTV 100
W/D/H 
93,5/61,5/74 cm

TV stand  
RTV2D
W/D/H 
160/48/48 cm

chest of drawers  
KOM 100/4S
W/D/H 
93,5/44/108,5 cm

desk  
BIU 160
W/L/H 
75/160/77 cm

chest of drawers  
KOM 60/4S
W/D/H 
58,5/44/108,5 cm

glass-door cabinet  
WIT 100/2S
W/D/H 
96/45/197 cm

glass-door cabinet  
WIT/70P
W/D/H 
66/45/197 cm

glass-door cabinet  
WIT/70L
W/D/H 
66/45/197 cm

wardrobe  
SZAF 100
W/D/H 
96/63/197 cm

bookshelf   
REG60
W/D/H 
56/45/197 cm

glass-door cabinet  
NAD 150
W/D/H 
150,5/45/111 cm

wardrobe  
wardrobe 190
W/D/H
185,5/63/197 cm 

mirror  
LUS 130
W/D/H
127,5/7,5/82,5 cm

night stand   
KOM 55/1S
W/D/H
53,5/36/54 cm

bed  
LOZ 140
W/L/H
154/213/45-76 cm

bed  
LOZ 160
W/L/H
174/213/45-76 cm

chest of drawers  
KOM 150
W/D/H 
148/44/85 cm

glass-door cabinet  
NAD 100
W/D/H 
96/45/111 cm

chest of drawers  
KOM 100
W/D/H 
93,5/44/85 cm

corner chest of 
drawers  
KOM NAR 60L/P
W/D/H 
59/59/85 cm

corner glass-door cabinet 
NAD NAR 60L/P
W/D/H 
60/60/111 cm

glass-door cabinet WIT 100/2S; chest of drawers KOM150/3S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection 
is also available

for the hall and 
the 

bedroom.
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DREVISO
Strong tops resembling oakwood define the style of the Dreviso Collec-
tion. The eye-catching fronts feature vertically milled grooves and charac-
teristic handles. Wouldn’t it be wonderful to stay here a little longer, sit 
back and enjoy the moment?

white / westminster oak / white

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/95/123
W/D/H
95/41,5/124 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/65/123
W/D/H
65,5/41,5/124 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
171/206/92,5 cm

coffee table
DREVISO
W/L/H
60/130/45 cm

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
64,5/41,5/53,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W/125/123
W/D/H
125/41,5/124 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S/160
W/D/H
160/41,5/80,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
112/41,5/92 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/100
W/D/H
100/57,5/195,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D3S
W/D/H
160/57,5/195,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/65/195
W/D/H
65,5/41,5/195,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2D/160
W/D/H
160/41,5/58,5 cm

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
160/20/30 cm

The collection
is also available
for the youth 
room and the 

bedroom.

chest of drawers KOM2D3S/160; shelf POL/160; TV stand RTV2D/160; glass-door cabinet REG1W/65/195
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hall SEPTEMBER
W/D/H: 119,5/26,5/196,5 cm

hall SEPTEMBER, W/D/H: 119,5/25,5/196,5 cm
wardrobe WEKTRA SZF2DB, W/D/H: 100/58/218,5 cm

SEPTEMBER
Are you looking for a great way to show off your apartment and style?  
September is the latest collection dedicated to the hall. Compact, mo-
dern furniture in wenge/white gloss or sonoma oak/white gloss will look 
beautiful against the background of white or pastel walls. The minimalist 
handles and silver-coloured elements will not only ensure great functio-
nality of the furniture, but will also add an aesthetic appeal to the inte-
riors. The hall set consists of shelves, a shoe cabinet and mirrors. Choose 
the September collection and enjoy a functional and aesthetically pleasing  
hall.
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KITCHEN
INSPIRATIONS
Do you dream of a kitchen where every moment has its own, unique 
taste? Discover the line of professional Black Red White kitchen sys-
tems. Custom kitchen furniture offers tasteful modern designs, created 
by combining style with the highest quality of workmanship. Check out 
our wide range of custom-made Senso Kitchens. Be inspired and choose  
something for yourself!

KITCHENS
CATALOGUE

SENSO KITCHENS

CUSTOM
-MADE

2019/202
0

COLLECTION

CUSTOM-MADE KITCHENS

custom-made kitchen Senso Kitchens, front KASETTA light grey

Check out our
CUSTOM-MADE 

KITCHEN
CATALOGUE!

More information
about kitchens

is available at
brw.com
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A KITCHEN
IN YOUR STYLE
Wondering how to create a stylish and functional kitchen at an attractive 
price? Explore the modular kitchen lines from Black Red White and discover 
their functionality! Family Line, Semi Line and Junona Line family kitchen 
systems offer a wide range of choices, while the various modules allow you 
the flexibility to adjust your kitchen’s interior yourself. If you prefer ready-
-made solutions, you can opt for kitchen furniture sets. All this at attractive 
prices. Check us out!

FAMILY LINE

JUNONA LINE

SEMI LINE

KITCHENSCATALOGUE OF MODULAR 

COLLECTION  

2019 / 2020

MODULAR KITCHENS

modular kitchen Family Line, front SOLE oak arlington
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FAMILY LINE X

UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

THE 2019/2020 COLLECTION

CATALOGUE OF

2019 06 13 - 9956 - Katalog Tapicerki FL10 198x240 EN g15_45.indd   1

2019-06-14   07:47:58

LIVE COMFORTABLY!
Rest comfortably. Immerse yourself in relaxation. Reboot. Check 
out the wide range of exceptionally comfortable lounge furniture 
and choose something for yourself. See the vast range of options  
available!

Soul
by Black Red White

sofa LISERA 3S dim. 208/95/86 cm

corner unit  ARBON LUX 3DL.URC dim. 231/144/86 cm

UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

More
information

available  
in dedicated
catalogues
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JOIN US AT THE TABLE
Tables and chairs make a good team. The life of the whole family revolves around them. A large table-top will accommo-
date a grand dinner while the comfortable chairs will make you want to stay at the table. Among our tables and chairs 
you will certainly find ones that will fit your dining room perfectly. We also have very striking coffee tables - if you can’t 
make it for dinner, maybe at least you can all meet over a cup of coffee?

CATALOGUE TABLES AND CHAIRS

2019/202
0

COLLECTION

TABLES AND CHAIRS

table AZTECA TRIO; chair AZTECA TRIO 

table VARIO MODERN, chair VARIO 2

Check out our
CATALOGUE
OF TABLES

AND CHAIRS!
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YOUTH ROOM
Many people say that a home should have a theme, presenting a whole in which all elements 
complement each other. However, a young person’s room is always the exception, since a young  
person’s room is a state within a state, a separate entity governed by its own laws..! After all, it’s all 
about reflecting the passions of its occupier which aren’t necessarily the same as their parents’..!
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NANDU
Looking for a collection which follows modern trends, stimu-
lates creativity and looks great? Here’s Nandu! One advantage 
of this collection is the ability to choose the colours or design  
of the fronts. The bed with a drawer is not only a place to  
sleep. In the spacious drawer you can store bed linen, as well 
as children’s treasures, board games and even books. Here, 
you’ll find everything you need to create that perfect room.

bed LOZ/90; bed drawer SZU; cabinet REG3S; corner wardrobe SZFN2D; desk BIU1D1S; shelf POL/50; container KTN1K

white / Polish oak / 
arabesque / white gloss

white / Polish oak / 
sticker / white gloss

white / Polish oak / 
light grey / white gloss

desk
BIU1D1S 
W/D/H 
120/57/75,5 cm      

bed
LOZ/90 
W/L/H 
95/204/42,5-80,5 cm      

bed drawer
SZU 
W/L/H 
79,5/156-200/25 cm      

container
KTN1K 
W/D/H 
50/40/35 cm      

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H 
90/39/91 cm      

TV stand
RTV1D1S
W/D/H 
135/39/46 cm      

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H 
79,5/39/126 cm      

shelf
POL/50

W/D/H 
56/22/56 cm      

cabinet
REG2D2S
W/D/H 
79,5/39/164 cm      

cabinet
REG3S
W/D/H 
50/39/200,5 cm      

corner wardrobe
SZFN2D1S
W/D/H 
93/93/200,5 cm      

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H 
90/55/200,5 cm      

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW
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PRINCETON
A shared room for siblings means even more fun and entertainment. 
But in such interiors everyone should have their own space. Discover 
the Princeton Collection, versatile enough to suit both a boy’s and  
a girl’s room.

wardrobe SZF2D; top unit NAD_BIU; desk BIU/120; bed LOZ/90; container KNT1S; cabinet REG1D/55; cabinet REG1D/35; top shelf POL/25/50; desk BIU/120; 
set of desk drawers SZU_BIU-OPCJA

white gloss/ Polish oak
handle: fuchsia, grey, green

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
100/56/206,5 cm

hanger
WIE
W/D/H
55,5/54/129,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
80/42/130,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D/35
W/D/H
36/37/181,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D/55
W/D/H
56/37/181,5 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
70,5/120/75 cm
(2-level desktop adjustment)

set of desk drawers
SZU_BIU-OPCJA
W/D/H
113,5/55/10 cm

top unit
NAD_BIU
W/D/H
120/20/64 cm

top unit
NAD/50
W/D/H
50/56/40 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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shelf
POL/25/25
W/D/H
25/25/25 cm

bed drawer
SZU/154
W/D/H
154/79,5/17 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/42,5-80,5 cm

bunk bed
LOZ1S_90_P
W/L/H
96,5/184,5/159,5 cm

The bed is certified to provide a high
level of safety-in-use.

shelf
POL/25/50
W/D/H
50/25/25 cm

container
KNT1S
W/D/H
35/40/47,5 cm

container KNT1S; bunk bed LOZ1S_90_P; top shelf POL/25/25; chest of drawers KOM2D3S; top unit NAD_BIU; desk 
BIU/120; set of desk drawers SZU_BIU-OPCJA

1. decorative cushion  with a button, dim. 43x43 cm, mint, 2. 
pendant lamp Piu 5xE27 60W, patyna/multi, material: steel, 
dim. 180x350x350 cm, 3. container Infinity, vol. 4,5 l, pink, 
with lid, 4. children’s picture  Miś, dim. 40x50 cm

4

3

1

2
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MALCOLM
The furniture just looks like international shipping containers..! And they 
can fit just as much in..! You can sense the mystery in the air, as you try 
to read the blurred inscriptions on the ‘stamps’ from other travel desti-
nations. Listen to the story that the knocker-shaped handles want to tell 
you...

desk BIU1D1S; wardrobe SZF2D2S; hanging cabinet SFW2D; trunk KUF/90; bed LOZ/90; cabinet REG3D2S 

canyon monument oak / grey wolfram / 
canyon monument oak with 3D print / 
grey wolfram

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
65/120/77,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H
80/40/87,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/50
W/D/H
50/40/87,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
130/40/87,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
93/205,5/45-65 cm

bed
LOZ/80/160
W/L/H
79-154/202,5/60,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/80
W/D/H
80/40/87,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
optional Tiago mattress

optional Carbo mattress, 
pillows and headrests
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wall unit MALCOLM

cabinet
REG2S/50
W/D/H
50/40/205,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
74,5/74,5/205,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN2D
W/D/H
95,5/95,5/205,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/40/41,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
120/45,5/42,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW2D
W/D/H
120/31/51 cm

cabinet
REG3D2S
W/D/H
80/40/205,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
80/57/205,5 cm

trunk
KUF/90
W/D/H
93/49/45,5 cm

1. wall clock, plastic, white, diameter 30,5 cm, 2. set 
of bed linen for teens made of cotton, dim. 160x200 cm  
+ 1x70x80 cm, 3. decorative cushion  Velvet, red, dim. 45x45 
cm, 4. blanket Jamaica, red stripes, dim. 130x180 cm, 245 
g/m2

1

2

3

4The collection
is also available

for the 
living room.

The rustic style in a youth 
room can be enriched with 
very modern additions and 
they won’t clash, contrary to 
what one might think.
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NAMEK
The Namek Collection was designed to appeal to the 
tastes of children and teenagers while coping with the 
shifting tastes, trends and interests of young people.

cabinet REG/20/8/L; cabinet REG3D; corner wardrobe SZFN1D; wardrobe SZF1D; shelf POL/2/10; shelf POL/2/6; desk BIU1D1S; cabinet REG2D; bed LOZ/90; drawer SZU; night stand  
KOM2S

iconic beech/ white gloss/  
iconic beech/grey uni grau

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
50/38,5/50 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1D
W/D/H
60/29,5/45,5 cm

bunk bed
LOZ1S/90/P
W/L/H
96,5/184,5/159,5 cm

The bed is certified to provide  
a high level of safety-in-use.

shelf
POL/2/6
W/D/H
60,5/21/19,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D2S
W/D/H
60/38,5/112 cm

cabinet
REG2D
W/D/H
95/38,5/112 cm

shelf
POL/2/10
W/D/H
95,5/21/19,5 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
54/120/77 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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shelf POL/2/10; cabinet REG2D; bunk bed LOZ1S/90/P; 

bookshelf
REG/20/8/L
W/D/H
75/38,5/191 cm

bookshelf
REG/20/8/P
W/D/H
75/38,5/191 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
95/52,5/198,5 cm

corner wardrobe
SZFN1D
W/D/H
79,5/79,5/198,5 cm

cabinet
REG3D
W/D/H
95/38,5/198,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF1D
W/D/H
60/52,5/198,5 cm

1. frame Box 3D, dim. 23x23 cm, white, 2. set of bed linen 
for teens made of cotton, dim. 160x200 cm + 1x70x80 cm,  
3. basket Brisen,  blue, vol. 4,5 l, 4. cup Ombra Blue, vol. 380 ml

1

2

3

4
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STANFORD

6
BASIC 

COLOUR VERSIONS

BODY:
plywood/light grey

FRONTS:
plywood/powdery pink/
yellow curry/white/
crayon/grey turquoise

wardrobe SZF2D; TV stand RTV/160; bed LOZ/90; desk BIU; shelf POL; cabinet REG18/8

This system has been awarded the title of
FURNITURE PLUS - PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 2019

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

The Stanford Furniture Collection can be arranged in several ways, 
combining colours, fronts and modules. With this system you are your own 
designer and can create your own version of the perfect furniture for a 
charismatic youth room. Or maybe let them choose? After all, it’s their 
kingdom!

NEW
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container
KTN
W/D/H
81/42/47,5 cm

TV stand
RTV/160
W/D/H
160/42/53 cm

desk
BIU
W/L/H
60/120/75,5 cm

top unit
NADREG
W/D/H
81/42/41 cm

top unit
NADSZF2D
W/D/H
81/60/41 cm

shelf
POL
W/D/H
81/28/20,5 cm

cabinet
REG18/8
W/D/H
81/42/171,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
81/60/171,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204/67,5/95 cm

bed
LOZ/120
W/L/H
125/204/67,5 cm

bed
LOZ1K/90
W/L/H
93/203/47,5 cm

shelf
P/43
W/D/H
38/43/1,5 cm

shelf
POL/55
W/D/H
38/55,5/1,5 cm

drawers
SZU/50
W/D/H
37,5/51,5/19 cm

shelf
POL/37
W/D/H
38/37,5/1,5 cm

drawers
SZU
W/D/H
37,5/36,5/19 cm

front
FRN
W/D/H
37,5/1,5/37,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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desk BIU2S/C; hanging cabinet SFW2D/86/75/C; bed LOZ/90, SZU/C; shelf POL/86; hanging cabinet SFW2D/86/38/B/C; chair POSSI

GRAPHIC
Young people have their own rights, including the  
right to some extravagance. Strong yellow inserts,  
white or black with a printed design, combining  
different front colours and an outstandingly modern  
design is a proposal for brave young people, who like to stand 
out. The wide range of modules available will help them  
create the perfect interiors for themselves. mirror-finish white gloss

strip: white
grey wolfram
strip: yellow

grey wolfram
strip: foil with inscriptions

desk 
BIU/160
W/L/H
66,5/160/76 cm

desk 
BIU/120
W/L/H
66,5/120/76 cm

sideboard
KOM2D/C
W/D/H
85,5/38,5/91,5 cm

drawer
SZU/C
W/L/H
71/168,5/17 cm

bed LOZ/90
W/L/H
95,5/211/40-75,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S/C  (L/P)
W/D/H
57/38,5/91,5 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/C  (L/P)
W/D/H
52/38,5/39,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

The collection
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

workspace.
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cabinet REG2D/86/C; hanging cabinet SFW2D/86/38/C; sideboard KOM2D/C; bed LOZ/90; 
drawer SZU/C; shelf POL/86; desk BIU2S/C

desk
BIU1D1S/C (L)
W/L/H
66,5/143/76 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/C
W/D/H
85,5/58,5/191,5 cm

desk 
BIU2S/C
W/L/H
59/90/76 cm

wardrobe
SZFN1D/C
W/D/H
78/78,5/191,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/57 (L/P)
W/D/H
57/38,5/191,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/86
W/D/H
85,5/38,5/191,5 cm

keyboard shelf
BIU1D1SL OPCJA

coffee table
LAW/90
W/L/H
90/90,5/42 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/120/C
W/D/H
120/48,5/38,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/142/C
W/D/H
143/48,5/38,5 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW2D/86/38/C
W/D/H
85,5/28/38 cm

shelf
POL/86
W/D/H
85,5/20/16 cm

hanging cabinet 
SFW2D/86/C
W/D/H
85,5/28/74,5 cm

chair
CANTONA GTS
W/D/H
40/44/83,5-93 cm

Play with the look of your 
furniture and choose your 
favourite version of the 
decorative strips. It really 
is THAT simple!
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RINGO
The name of the collection is of course derived from the 
characteristic detail. The original handle in the shape of  
a ring. Glossy white and silver are an exceptionally  
modern combination. Or maybe also a reflection of a young  
woman’s love for the glamour of style?

desk BIU4S/120; chair CANTONA GTS; cabinet REG/5/19; cabinet REG/7/19; TV stand RTV1S/10/5; hanging cabinet SFW1K/10/4; chest of drawers KOM4S/7/8; hanging cabinet SFW1K/7/4

white alpine / white gloss

wardrobe 
SZF2D2S/8/19
W/D/H
80/58/190,5 cm    

wardrobe 
SZF3D/15/21
W/D/H
150/60/206,5 cm

bookshelf 
REG/7/19
W/D/H
70/31/190,5 cm  

bookshelf 
REG/5/19
W/D/H
50/31/190,5 cm   

cabinet 
REG1D/5/19 L/P
W/D/H
50/39/190,5 cm   

bed  
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204/35,5-66,5 cm

night stand  
KOM2S/5/4
W/D/H
50/39/42,5 cm      

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS
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TV stand RTV1S/10/5; hanging cabinet SFW1K/10/4; chest of drawers KOM4S/7/8; hanging cabinet 
SFW1K/7/4

shelf
POL/10/2
W/D/H
100/24/20 cm    

shelf 
POL/7/2
W/D/H
70/24/20 cm     

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/10/4
W/D/H
100/32,5/36 cm      

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/7/4
W/D/H
70/32,5/36 cm     

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/5/4
W/D/H
50/32,5/36 cm       

cabinet
SFK1D/5/8 L/P
W/D/H
50/39/84 cm

cabinet
SFK1D/5/12 L/P
W/D/H
50/39/120 cm

container
KTN2S/5/6
W/D/H
50/47/56 cm

desk
BIU4S/120
W/L/H
70/120/75,5 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM6S/5/12
W/D/H
50/39/120 cm    

TV stand
RTV1S/10/5
W/D/H
100/58/48 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM4S/7/8
W/D/H
70/39/84 cm     

chest of drawers 
KOM4S/5/8
W/D/H
50/39/84 cm     

chair
CANTONA GTS
W/D/H
40/44/83,5-93 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM6S/7/12
W/D/H
70/39/120 cm       

1. cushion High 45x45 cm, with LED lights 2. table lamp 
Dundee dim. 29x29x44 cm 1xE27 60W mint 3. carpet Arts 
Shaggy Rose 120x170 cm

1

2

3
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RONSE
The Ronse Collection will appeal to the fans of simplicity.  
The classic forms and colours of natural wood make the 
system ideal not only for living rooms, but also for the 
children’s room. Create your own furniture arrange-
ment using functional modules of different sizes and  
functions.

cabinet REG2S; hanging cabinet SFW120; desk BIU/120; wardrobe SZF2D1S; bed LOZ/90; chest of drawers KOM3S

light san remo oak/  
grey wolfram

cabinet
REG2S
W/D/H
56/40,5/197 cm   

cabinet 
REG1D
W/D/H
56/40,5/197 cm   

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
56/40,5/197 cm   

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
97,5/57,5/197 cm   

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/74-40 cm   

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
63/120/75,5 cm   

hanging cabinet
SFW120
W/D/H
120/30,5/35 cm   

drawer 
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm   

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
144,5/40,5/90 cm   

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
97,5/40,5/90 cm   

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
144,5/40,5/50,5 cm   

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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NAMUR

sibiu light larch/grey with print

wal unit
NAMUR
W/D/H  280/65/205,5 cm      

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S
W/D/H 80/40/87,5 cm            

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H 130/40/87,5 cm            

cabinet
REG3D2S
W/D/H 80/40/205,5 cm            

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H 80/57/205,5 cm          

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H 120/65/77,5 cm            

wall unit NAMUR

hanging cabinet SFW1D
W/D/H 120/31/51 cm            

Are you looking for furniture that will help you make the most of your youth room? 
With the Namur Collection you can create a space for learning, developing passions 
and storing personal items for your child. The straight lines are mixed with striking  
decorations and interestingly-shaped handles. The subtle letter prints on dark panels 
complement the light bodies and fronts. Use a ready-made wall unit and single modules 
from the Namur Collection to create an ideal space for any student.
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ACADEMICA
The charm of a light, natural wood grain and the simple, geometric forms 
of furniture make the perfect combination. With the use of these modules 
you can easily arrange a fashionable living room, dining room, hall or 
home office.

shelf POL/120; chest of drawers KOM3D3S; shelf POL/40; night stand  KOM2S; bed LOZ/90; drawer SZU; cabinet REG1D1S; corner wardrobe SZFN2D; cabinet REG1D2S;  
desk BIU1D1S; coffee table LAW/115

sonoma oak

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
50/35/45,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204/42,5-68 cm

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
69,5/162/19 cm

shelf 
POL/40
W/D/H
40/28/32,5 cm

hanging cabinet 
SFW/80
W/D/H
80/28/32,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/50
W/D/H
50/35/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S 
W/D/H
120,5/35/90,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D1K/100
W/D/H
100/35/146,5 cm

shelf 
POL/120
W/D/H
120/28/32,5 cm

hanging cabinet 
SFW1K/80
W/D/H
80/29,5/32,5 cm

hanging cabinet 
SFW1K/120
W/D/H
120/29,5/32,5 cm

desk
BIU1D1S
W/L/H
60,5/120/74,5 cm
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glass-door cabinet REG1W2S; cabinet REG1D1S; cabinet REG2D1K/100; shelf  POL/120; TV stand RTV1S/120; coffee 
table LAW/115; chest of drawers KOM4S/80

corner wardrobe
SZFN2D
W/D/H
80,5/80,5/198,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
53/35/198,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
80/56/198,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/80
W/D/H
80/33,5/198,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D2S
W/D/H
53/35/198,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
50/33,5/198,5 cm

shelf 
POL/80
W/D/H
80/28/32,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/80
W/D/H
80/35/90,5 cm

TV stand RTV1S/120
W/D/H
120/46/43,5 cm

coffee table LAW/115
W/L/H
60/115/48,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D1S
W/D/H
50/35/79,5 cm

mirror
LUS/50
W/D/H
50/3,5/115 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1S/66
W/D/H
66/35/45,5 cm

hanger
WIE/66
W/D/H
66/21,5/150 cm
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NEPO PLUS
If you’re looking for sleek, lightweight furniture, small in size that won’t overwhelm your  
interiors, but is still spacious, the Nepo Collection is ideal. It works great even in small  
spaces. You can add a drawer with an additional lower bed to a single bed and create a room  
for siblings.

bed LOZ3S; drawer OPCJA_LOZ3S; 

 white  sonoma oak  wenge  sonoma oak/ 
  white

 white/ 
  sonoma oak 

 white/ 
  wenge

 sonoma oak/ 
  wenge

 wenge/ 
  sonoma oak

The collection 
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

hall.

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW
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desk BIU2S; cabinet REG/15/12; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; wardrobe SZF2D; bed LOZ/120; night stand KOM1S

coffee table   
 
LAW/115
W/L/H
115/56/45,5 cm

TV stand   

RTV2D
W/D/H
138,5/46,5/42,5 cm

bed   
 

LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/203/44,5-66 cm

drawer 

SZU
W/L/H
61,5/199/26 cm

optional element
with bed LOZ/90A

night stand    

KOM1S
W/D/H
49,5,5/34/42 cm

bed 
 

LOZ3S
W/L/H
145,5/204,5/47,5-85,5 cm

drawer

OPCJA_LOZ3S

optional element
with bed LOZ3S

chest of 
drawers 

KOM4S
W/D/H
80/34/84 cm

bed 
 

LOZ/120
W/L/H
125/204/44,5-66,5 cm

drawer 
 

SZU/162
W/L/H
58,5/162/19 cm

optional element
with bed LOZ/120

chest of drawers 

KOM2D4S
W/D/H
118,5/34/84 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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desk 

BIU1S
W/L/H
59/100/76 cm

desk 

BIU2S
W/L/H
59/100/76 cm

hanging cabinet 
 

SFW/8/8
W/D/H
80/32/77,5 cm

hall 

PPK
W/D/H
90/30,5/185,5 cm

wardrobe 

SZF2D
W/D/H
80/54,5/197 cm

wardrobe 

SZF3D2S
W/D/H
118,5/54,5/197 cm

corner wardrobe 
 

SZFN2D
W/D/H
79,5/79,5/197 cm

cabinet

REG1D
W/D/H
60/34/197 cm

bookshelf 
 

REG/60
W/D/H
60/34/197 cm

cabinet 

REG2S/40
W/D/H
40/34/197 cm

hanger 
 

WIE/15
W/D/H
15/1,5/135 cm

3
1

2
4

1. frame Yosemite, dim. 13x18 cm, white pine, 2. desk lamp Tim 1xE27 25W, pink, material:  
metal, H 53 cm, 3. cushion Hot, dim. 45x45 cm, with LED lights, 4. box Brzoza A4, dim. 34x25x26 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

shoe cabinet 

SFB2K2
W/D/H
70/27,5/84 cm

shoe cabinet 

SFK1K
W/D/H
70/34/50,5 cm

hanger 
 

WIE/70
W/D/H
70/1,5/25 cm

hanger 
 

WIE/70/135
W/D/H
70/1,5/135 cm

shoe cabinet 

SFB3K
W/D/H
70/17,5/120,5 cm
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hanger
WIE/45
W/D/H
45/21,5/148 cm

BALDER
Who said that a child’s room should drown in colours? Subdued interiors are cool, 
too! White furniture in a wood finish..? Why not? It will surely withstand chan-
ging tastes and trends and, in addition, it can easily be transformed with colourful 
textiles and accessories.

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

riviera oak / white gloss

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

cabinet
REG1S
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
90/51,5/192 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
155/39/88 cm

sideboard
KOM4D
W/D/H
104/39/99 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
90/39/88 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
56/120/77 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W
W/D/H
62/39/192 cm

wardrobe
SZF1D
W/D/H
62/51,5/192 cm

mirror
LUS/45
W/D/H
45/21,5/148 cm

shoe cabinet
SFK1D
W/D/H
90/36,5/44 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
135/42/48 cm

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
79,5/98/17 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/120
W/D/H
120/31,5/31,5 cm

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/80,5 cm

cabinet REG1S; wardrobe SZF2D; hanging cabinet SFW/120; desk BIU/120; bed LOZ/90; drawer SZU; chest of drawers KOM4S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

hall.
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PORTO
Having fun, learning, growing up. Imagine how many childhood  
memories these four walls have seen. When decorating  
a child’s room, it is a good idea to choose one theme. Just 
as we have done here! A love for sea tales has been skilfully  
transferred into a girl’s room. Thanks to the universal furniture 
pieces, the design can be easily changed!

wardrobe SZF2D1S; desk BIU/120; chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/90; night stand  KOM1S/50

natural  burlington oak sibiu light larch / 
larico pine

night stand 
KOM 1S/50
W/D/H
53,5/40/44 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165,5/204,5/44,5-84,5 cm

hanger
WIE/66
W/D/H
66/21,6/152 cm

mirror 
LUS/50
W/D/H
51/2/116 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1S/70
W/D/H
68,5/40/46 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D1S
W/D/H
53,5/40/78,5 cm

hall 
PPK/95
W/D/H
95,5/39,5/189 cm

drawer
SZU
W/L/H
69,5/158/15,5 cm

bed
LOZ /90
W/L/H
95/204,5/44,5-68,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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chest of drawers Antwerpen KOM2D1S/10/10, wardrobe Antwerpen SZF2D2S/20/10, shelf Antwerpen P/2/18I, night stand  Porto KOM1S/50, bed Porto LOZ/160

table
STO/7/16
W/L/H
90/160-200/76 cm

coffee table
LAW/115
W/L/H
60/115/50 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
128,5/44,5/44 cm

chair
PORTO
W/D/H
45/50/93 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
88,5/40/94 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S
W/D/H
58,5/40/116 cm

shoe cabinet
SFB3B
W/D/H
75/18,5/126 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
128,5/34,5/37 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW/120
W/D/H
120/31,5/37 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D3S
W/D/H
128,5/40/94 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
58,5/40/199,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/60
W/D/H
58,5/40/199,5 cm

cabinet
REG2D1S
W/D/H
88,5/40/199,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
88,5/55,5/199,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF 3D2S
W/D/H
128,5/55,5/199,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF 4D2S
W/D/H
188,5/55,5/209 cm

desk
BIU/120
W/L/H
56,5/120/74,5 cm 2 szt.

The collection
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

hall.
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INDIANA
Something for young travellers and adventurers. Indiana  
Jones’ fans will feel comfortable in the delicate, white-toned 
version of the collection (canyon pine), while restless discove-
rers will probably throw their trophies into huge trunks and 
chests of drawers in sutter oak tones. Thanks to the metal  
frames they look like solid hiding places.

trunk JKUF120; bed JLOZ90; cabinet JREG2DO; desk JBIU2D2S; chest of drawers JKOM4S/80

sutter oak canyon pine

bed
JLOZ 90
W/L/H
93/205,5/45-65 cm

optional Tiago mattress

night stand 
JKOM 1S
W/D/H
50/40/40,5 cm

trunk
JKUF 120
W/D/H
120/49/47,5 cm

bed
JLOZ 80/160
W/L/H
79-154/202,5/60,5 cm

optional Carbo mattress, pillows  
and headrests

TV stand
JRTV 1S
W/D/H
80/52/47,5 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 4S/50
W/D/H
50/40/87 cm

mirror
JLUS 50
W/D/H
50/2,5/100 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 6S
W/D/H
50/40/126,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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hanging cabinet JPOL 120; TV stand JRTV 1S; desk JBIU 2D2S; cabinet JREG2DO; night stand  JKOM 1S; bed JLOZ 80/160; chest of drawers JKOM 4S/50

desk
JBIU  2S
W/L/H
65/120/78 cm

coffee table
JLAW 120
W/L/H
60/120/55 cm

hanging cabinet 
JPOL 120
W/D/H
120/27/38,5 cm

sideboard
JKOM 2D
W/D/H
80/40/87 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 4S/80
W/D/H
80/40/87 cm

chest of drawers
JKOM 2D4S
W/D/H
130/49,5/87 cm

desk
JBIU 2D2S
W/L/H
65/140/78 cm

cabinet
JREG-1SO/80
W/D/H
80/40/195,5 cm

cabinet
JREG-1SO/50
W/D/H
50/40/195,5 cm

cabinet
JREG 4SO/50
W/D/H
50/40/195,5 cm

cabinet
JREG2DO
W/D/H
80/40/195,5 cm

night stand
JKOM 1K
W/D/H
60/40/47,5 cm

wardrobe
JSZF2D2S
W/D/H
80/57/195,5 cm

wardrobe
JSZF3D2S
W/D/H
150/57/195,5 cm

• optional
shelves
for the 
wardrobe 
for an 
additional
fee

The collection
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

hall.
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NURSERY /
CHILDREN’S ROOM
Interiors filled with love. A cosy and safe oasis for soothing sleep, dawdling and exploring the world. You can 
create a separate room for your toddler or share your bedroom with baby. Had a few sleepless nights? That’s ok. 
Thanks to proven solutions you can get some peace of mind and focus on the person most important to you.
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TIMON
Timon furniture will provide your child with comfort,  
security and the conditions for harmonious development  
and creative play. Leather handles, rounded edges,  
creative prints. Get to know all the features of this system.

iconic beech/white/
appliqué/white

baby cot LOZ/140
W/L/H 80/150/87 cm
The cot’s design meets
safety requirements.

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
100/40/92 cm

cabinet
REG1S/15
W/D/H
80/40/146 cm

cabinet
REG1S/18
W/D/H
80/40/182 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
100/60/182 cm

cabinet REG1S/18; bed LOZ/140; 
chest of drawers KOM3S; wardrobe SZF2D1S

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS

NEW

Decorative furniture appliqués are an interesting 
feature which will give your interiors an original  
character and stimulate the imagination of your 
child.
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DREVISO
The objects we surround ourselves with every day affect our mood. Cre-
ate a comfortable space for your baby and ensure some peaceful sleep 
for yourself. Discover furniture that’s perfect for the parents’ bedroom 
and the nursery. You can also create a common space for the three of 
you.

bed LOZ/160; set PRKW; bed LOZ/140x70; chest of drawers KOM2D2S

white / westminster oak / white

glass-door cabinet
REG1D1W/95/123
W/D/H
95/41,5/124 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/65/123
W/D/H
65,5/41,5/124 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
171/206/92,5 cm

coffee table
DREVISO
W/L/H
60/130/45 cm

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
64,5/41,5/53,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2D1W/125/123
W/D/H
125/41,5/124 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

The collection
is also available
for the living 
room and the 

bedroom.
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DREVISO BABY
A safety-approved cot and chest of drawers with a changing 
table. These two things are enough to create a place for the 
baby in your own bedroom and keep more space for yourself.

set PRKW; bed LOZ/140x70

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S/160
W/D/H
160/41,5/80,5 cm

baby cot
LOZ/140x70
W/L/H
80,5/146/82,5 cm

set
PRKW
W/D/H
112/84,5/104 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
112/48,5/92 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
112/41,5/92 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/100
W/D/H
100/57,5/195,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D3S
W/D/H
160/57,5/195,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/65/195
W/D/H
65,5/41,5/195,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2D/160
W/D/H
160/41,5/58,5 cm

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
160/20/30 cm

Combine
Dreviso furniture

with elements
from the

Dreviso Baby.
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WORKSPACE
Whether it’s a spacious office or one that is rather more 
“compact”, you need a place where you can come with a 
cup of coffee in search of peace and inspiration. An oasis 
that does not distract you, but promotes concentration 
and where everything is in its place. Because an orderly 
space around you helps bring order to your mind. Time 
passes quickly when work is going smoothly. When did the 
coffee get cold? That’s okay..! You’ll be having another with 
the family after dinner..!
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EXECUTIVE
This modern collection will captivate you, not only with its aesthetics, 
but also with its ingenuity. Look at that „thick” shelf in the bookcase and 
at how cleverly it camouflages the drawer, which can hold your office 
supplies. You can combine two desks to make one corner desk by adding 
a triangular connector, which will further increase the surface area of 
the desktop.

cabinet REG4D/22/8; cabinet REG4D1S/22/9; corner wardrobe SZFN1D; cabinet REG2D1S/22/6; desk BIU/160; container KTN3S; desk connector LAC/7; desk BIU/160

 grey wolfram / 
light san remo oak

 light san remo oak

bookshelf   
REG/22/5
W/D/H
50/36/218,5 cm

bookshelf   
REG/22/8
W/D/H
80/36/218,5 cm

cabinet   
REG4D/22/8
W/D/H
80/37,5/218,5 cm

cabinet   
REG2D1S/22/6
W/D/H
60/40,5/218,5 cm

cabinet   
REG4D1S/22/9
W/D/H
90/40,5/218,5 cm

corner wardrobe   
SZFN1D
W/D/H
72,5/72,5/218,5 cm

bookshelf   
REG/11/8
W/D/H
80/36/113,5 cm

cabinet   
REG2D/11/8
W/D/H
80/37,5/113,5 cm

chest of drawers   
REG2D1S/11/9
W/D/H
90/40,5/113,5 cm

desk   
BIU/120
W/L/H
70/120/76,5 cm

desk   
BIU/160
W/L/H
70/160/76,5 cm

desk   
BIU/100
W/L/H
60/100/65,5 cm

desk connector   
LAC/7
W/D/H
69,5/69,5/2 cm

container   
KTN3S
W/D/H
40,5/40/57,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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bookshelf
REG/86
W/D/H
85,5/38,5/191,5 cm

bookshelf
REG/57 (L/P)
W/D/H
57/38,5/191,5cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/C
W/D/H
85,5/58,5/191,5 cm

wardrobe
SZFN1D/C
W/D/H
78/78,5/191,5 cm

desk 
BIU/160
W/L/H
160/66,5/76 cm

desk 
BIU/120
W/L/H
120/66,5/76 cm

sideboard
KOM2D/C
W/D/H
85,5/38,5/91,5 cm

drawer
SZU/C
W/L/H
168,5/71/17 cm

chest of drawers
KOM5S/C (L/P)
W/D/H
57/38,5/91,5 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/C (L/P)
W/D/H
52/38,5/39,5 cm

GRAPHIC
Life is all about change, so the modular nature of the 
Graphic Collection is perfect for everyday use. The  
modules adapt to different interiors, stages of life 
and everyday needs. This modern furniture system is  
perfect for your home office. The functional top units 
and many different top shelves allow you to use the 
full potential of even small interiors in an interesting 
way.

grey wolfram
strip: yellow

mirror-finish 
white gloss
strip: white

grey wolfram
strip: : foil
with inscriptions

bed
LOZ/90
W/L/H
211/95,5/
40-75,5 cm

desk
BIU1D1S/C (L)
W/L/H
66,5/143/76cm

desk 
BIU2S/C
W/L/H
59/90/76 cm

keyboard shelf
BIU1D1SL OPCJA

hanging cabinet
SFW2D/86/38/C
W/D/H
85,5/28/38 cm

shelf
POL/86
W/D/H
85,5/16/20 cm

hanging cabinet 
SFW2D/86/C
W/D/H
85,5/28/74,5 cm

coffee table
LAW/90
W/L/H
90/90,5/42 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/120/C
W/D/H
120/48,5/38,5 cm

TV stand
RTV2S/142/C
W/D/H
143/48,5/38,5 cm

chair
CANTONA GTS
W/D/H
40/44/83,5-93 cm
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white gloss / Polish oak / 
white gloss

desk
BIU_100
W/L/H
70,5/100/75,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D_100_75
W/D/H
100/51,5/78,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D_120_110
W/D/H
120/36,5/112,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D_120_180
W/D/H
120/36,5/181,5 cm

cabinet
REG1D3S
W/D/H
120/36,5/181,5 cm

container
KNT1S
W/D/H
35/40/47,5 cm

desk
BIU_160
W/L/H
70,5/160/75,5 cm

DENTON
The Denton Collection will complement the design of a modern home  
office. Simple designs and subdued colours will create a perfect base for  
stylish arrangements. Look at the shelves. With them you can create a home 
office where everything is at your fingertips.

cabinet REG1D_120_180; desk BIU_100; desk BIU_160; desk BIU_100; cabinet REG1D_100_75

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW
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BEDROOM
AND DRESSING 
ROOM

The most private part of the house. A pla-
ce where you are come to enjoy rest, inti-
macy and closeness, too. Where you build 
relationships and reveal your true self. You 
know very well that when you design your 
bedroom, you have to think about your 
whole family. You’ll surely hear the patter 
of tiny feet  some nights. “Mum, Dad, can I 
sleep with you?”. And that’s why a big, com-
fortable bed is vital!
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KASSEL
Do you dream of a stylish and atmospheric bedroom? Explore the  
Kassel Collection designed with great attention to detail. Owners  
of large dressing rooms will love the spacious wardrobe, while those 
who just love a rest will surely be delighted with the fashionable and 
comfortable upholstered bed with backlit shelves. Look how atmosphe-
ric and beautiful a bedroom designed with Kassel furniture looks. monument oak / black oak

bed
LOZ/160/A
W/D/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/D/H
264,8/205,8/98,6 cm

bed with a container 
and a liftable frame

chest of drawers
KOM1D5S
W/D/H
149,9/41/89,4 cm

wardrobe
SZF/270 
W/D/H
269,9/60,6/218 cm

optional masking strip
passepartout
PST270/218
W/D/H
280,1/17,5/223 cm

LED lighting 
as an option 
for PST270/218

optional wardrobe shelf
POL/98 (2 pcs.)

optional wardrobe shelf
POL/83 (2 pcs.)

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

NEW

bed LOZ/160/A; wardrobe SZF/270; chest of drawers KOM1D5S; tuffet/coffee table LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm
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ANTICCA
This beautiful furniture in veneer, with its noble wood grain, blends in well 
with virtually any colour for the walls. In the bedroom you can even combi-
ne it with graphite and black! Look how atmospheric the interiors look. The 
only thing missing, to make you feel as if you are spending a night in the 
great outdoors, is a starry sky above your head..!

wardrobe SZF3D; chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM2S

monument oak

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

chest of drawers
KOM1D4S
W/D/H
155,5/46/95 cm

chest of 
drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
103/46/95 cm

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
155,5/52,5/36,5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/100
W/D/H
103/46/140,5 cm

shelf
POL/160
W/D/H
155,5/25/5 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1D/60
W/D/H
60,5/46/205,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
108/61,5/205,5 cm

night stand 
KOM2S
W/D/H
60,5/46/49,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169,5/207,5/45,5-88,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
171,5/61,5/211,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

The collection
is also available
for the living 

room.
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night stand 
KNT1S
W/D/H
41,5/40/46 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
149/208/46-81 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S1E
W/D/H
85/40/90 cm

dressing table
TOL
W/D/H
85/40/77,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D
W/D/H
100/60/200,5 cm

top unit
NAD
W/D/H
85/12,5/16-50 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
169/208/46-81 cm

drawer
SZU
W/D/H
98/69/23,5 cm

white gloss / Polish oak / white gloss

PORI
There are many reasons why you will fall in love with this bedroom. The 
casual colour of white furniture and highlights in warm oak is subtle  
minimalism, pure and simple. Instead of bright, eye-catching colours, there 
is visual harmony here, broken only by the darker wall. After all, it’s a place 
of peace and quiet.

dressing table TOL; wardrobe SZF2D ; night stand  KNT1S; bed LOZ/160; chest of drawers KOM4S1E; tuffet/coffee table LAFU H dim. 60/60/40 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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KALIO
White with black creates  
a classic combination that is just 
perfect for bedroom designs. 
The elegant, white furniture is 
complemented by matte black 
wallpaper with an original floral 
pattern. This combination never 
gets boring!

white gloss / plywood
acacia / white gloss

table
KALIO
W/L/H
90/135-180/77 cm

chair
KALIO
W/D/H
43/57/90 cm

coffee table
KALIO
W/L/H
65/110/47 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
58,5/42,5/50,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/90,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D3S
W/D/H
163/41,5/91 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG2D2W1S
W/D/H
99,5/42,5/158 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1D1W1S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

glass-door 
cabinet
REG1W2S
W/D/H
65/41,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2S
W/D/H
99,5/59,5/196,5 cm

wardrobe
SZF6D2S
W/D/H
213/59,5/218,5 cm
(optional shelf inserts 3 pcs.)

TV stand
RTV2D1S
W/D/H
141/45/50,5 cm

hanging glass-door cabinet
SFW1W
W/D/H
141/28/41 cm

mirror LUS
W/D/H
140/6,5/60,5 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
167/209/105 cm

bed
LOZ/180
W/L/H
187/209/105 cm

armchair PORTORYKO ES dim. 75/96/100 cm; night stand  KOM1S; bed LOZ/160

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW

The collection
is also available

for the 
living room.
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MATOS
Simplicity is the queen of design. Matos is a base on 
which you can build anything you want. The furniture 
is so universal that it gives you an opportunity to make 
your own, joyful creations to express yourself.

night stand  KOM1S; bed LOZ/160; wardrobe SZF2D; chest of drawers KOM3S

wotan oak  / white matt

bed LOZ/90
W/L/H
95/204,5/42,5-85,5 cm

night stand  
KOM1S
W/D/H
45/34/39 cm

wardrobe 
SZF2D
W/D/H
80/54,5/189 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM3D1S
W/D/H
118,5/34/78,5 cm

TV stand 
RTV1D
W/D/H
118,5/44,5/42,5 cm

chest of drawers 
KOM3S
W/D/H
80/34/78,5 cm

bed LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/204,5/42,5-85,5 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTIONFEATURES AND FUNCTIONSNEW

The collection
is also available

for the 
living room.
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BYRON
Welcome to the land of bliss. Surrounded by beige, white and 
pastel tones, the whole family can feel good. There is some 
space for having fun together on Sunday mornings - because 
you can be sure that a tiny intruder will make an entrance at 
some point here. It creates an atmosphere to relax during an 
afternoon nap and offers the peace you need to calm down 
at night.

chest of drawers KOM4S/9/10; wardrobe SZF2D2L/21/22; shelf AZTECA P/2/15; bed LOZ/160; night stand  KOM2S/4/5

1. ceramic candlestick, purple, dim. 9x9x10,5 cm    
2. set of cotton bed linen Flower, dim. 160x200 cm + 2x70x80 cm
3. decorative cushion  Velvet, green, dim. 45x45 cm
4. decorative cushion  Llanos, white, dim. 45x45 cm, 100% polyester
5. pendant lamp Brava 1xE27 60W, natural wood, material: wood, 
dim. 50x120 cm

light san remo oak / high gloss white

2

1

3

4

5

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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TV stand
RTV1K/5/12
W/D/H
120/47/47 cm

TV stand
RTV2D2S/5/15
W/D/H
150/47/47 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/9/10
W/D/H
100/42/87 cm

chest of drawers
KOM3D2SW/11/15
W/D/H
150/42/106 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG2W/14/10
W/D/H
99,5/42/142 cm

glass-door cabinet
REG1W/20/6
W/D/H
60/42/195 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
50/42/42 cm

bed
LOZ_160
W/L/H
166/214/37-83 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D/20/10
W/D/H
100/56/195 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D1L/21/17
W/D/H
173/56/212 cm

wardrobe
SZF2D2L/21/22
W/D/H
225/56/212 cm

hanging cabinet
SFW1K/4/12
W/D/H
120/27/40 cm 

shelf
P/1/10
W/D/H
100/25/10 cm

shelf
P/1/15
W/D/H
150/25/10 cm

wardrobe SZF2D2L/21/22; night stand  KOM2S/4/5; bed LOZ_160; night stand  KOM2S/4/5; chest of drawers KOM4S/9/10

SEE
THE WHOLE
COLLECTION

The collection
is also available

for the 
living room.
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GAMLA
The industrial style perfectly combines austerity and 
comfort, so that even factory corridors could be-
come comfortable living spaces. Would you like to 
introduce this style into your bedroom? Take advan-
tage of the possibilities offered by the handy night 
stands, the bed and the chest of drawers from the 
Gamla Collection.

oak grandson
rack: graphite matt

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
46/39/50 cm

bed
LOZ/160/B
W/L/H
165/215/41,5-98 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/204,5/41,5-90,5 cm

chest of drawers
KOM1D3S
W/D/H
112,5/39/95 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D2S
W/D/H
150,5/39/95 cm

dressing table
TOL1S
W/D/H
130,5/45,5/76,5 cm

add-on table 
DST
W/D/H
31/38,5/66 cm

This system has been awarded 
the prestigious
‘DIAMOND OF THE  
FURNITURE INDUSTRY, 2019’

wardrobe NADIR SZF/180; dressing table TOL1S; shelf POSSI LIGHT P/1/13; bed LOZ/160/B; add-on table DST; chest of drawers KOM1D3S; armchair CASEY ES dim. 94/86/107 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS
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light san remo oak / white

sonoma oak/ white

white

bed
STEFAN/160
W/L/H
165/204/47-85 cm

bed available as standard
with 3 drawers and 2 side cabinets

bed STEFAN/160

BEDS WITH  
STORAGE SPACE
The Stefan functional bed offers a number of practical solutions. 
High headboard, three spacious drawers, side cabinets. This piece of  
furniture is more than just a place to sleep. It’s a bedding compartment,  
a cabinet and a treasure chest, all in one!

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION
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ROKSANA II
White and bright. The Roxana II Collection will create a great 
background for a glamorous bedroom - it goes perfectly with 
the upholstered bed. Silver accessories, crystal chandeliers and 
patterned wallpaper will be a great match here. The insides of 
the wardrobe can be just as luxurious - thanks to the clever shoe 
baskets and trouser hangers.

wardrobe SZF3D/22/18; chest of drawers KOM4S/8/14; night stand  KOM2S/4/5; bed ROKSANA II NEW FUTON 160x200

FEATURES
AND FUNCTIONS

Also available in sizes:
140 - 168/91/241 cm, sleeping area 140/200 cm
180 - 207/91/241 cm, sleeping area 180/200 cm

optional: mattress, rack or LMBK set
(gas spring rack, bed linen container)

wardrobe
SZF3D/22/18
W/D/H
180/58,5/221 cm

chest of drawers
KOM6S/12/6
W/D/H
60/48,5/115 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S/8/14
W/D/H
130/48,5/78 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/4/5
W/D/H
53/43,5/36 cm

bed 
ROKSANA II NEW FUTON
W/L/H
188/241/91 cm
sleeping area 160/200 cm

shelves 2 pcs.
SZF3D/22/18
optional

white varnish high gloss / high gloss white
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LURS
Discover furniture which brings to mind Swedish houses and apart-
ments, where warm highlights and every ray of sunshine is of the 
utmost importance. The whitened fronts allow you to hold on to the 
light for longer. In combination with wood-coloured tops, characte-
ristic strips and delicate handles, they look very stylish.

chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/160; drawer SZU/165; night stand  KOM1S; wardrobe SZF3D

riviera oak/white gloss

wardrobe
SZF3D
W/D/H
149,6/53,7/203 cm

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
90/40/83,1 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
166,4/203,2/ 89,5-51 cm

bed
LOZ/140
W/L/H
146,4/203,2/ 89,5-51 cm

drawer
SZU/165
W/L/H
146,4/203,2/53,7 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
45/35,8/50 cm
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Create your own
colour version, using 
the COLIN wizard.

COLIN
Compact, medium, large. Uniform, chequered or  
wood-coloured - your Colin wardrobe can be just the 
way you want it..! You have fronts in 15 colour versions 
to choose from. Start designing!

wardrobe COLIN 153; body: white; fronts: white, mirror

wardrobe COLIN 220; body: sonoma oak; fronts: sonoma oak, white

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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1

2

1

3

4 COLOUR
VERSIONS

BODY

15 COLOUR
VERSIONS

FRONTS

white

white

white gloss 
varnish

wotan oak 

black gloss 
varnish

grey

light san remo oak

light san remo oak

sibiu golden larch

graphite gloss 
varnish

riviera oak

mirror

sonoma oak

sonoma oak

sibiu light larch

wenge oak

wenge oak

oak grandson

white gloss foil

Select body colour    /   look

Within the body, the colours of the sides and other body elements can be freely combined.

Select front colours    /   look

Select body size    /   look

As for the main body, you can choose from three available sizes.

Select additional elements    /   look

Optional set of 3 shelves. Optional set of 3 drawers.

VENEER:

VARNISHED
GLOSS:

set of 3 shelves
optional

set of
3 drawers
optional Example ways to organise the interiors of the wardrobe.

BODY1

1

2

2

3

3

FRONTS

ADDITIONAL  
ELEMENTS

body of wardrobe 153
W/D/H 153/64/218,5 cm

body of wardrobe 183
W/D/H 183/64/218,5 cm

body of wardrobe 220
W/D/H 220/64/218,5 cm
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NADIR
A unique feature of this system is its vast range of sizes - Nadir 
wardrobes are available in 12 widths, from 150 to 260 cm (sizes 
increase every 10 cm). You will surely be able to find the right 
version for your bedroom. You also can choose fronts in several 
colours and lots of internal accessories. What more could you 
ask for..!

tuffet MATEUS H 60x60 dim. 61/61/45 cm; armchair AMSTERDAM dim. 71/79/108 cm; wardrobes NADIR

wardrobe NADIR 153; body: white: fronts: white, mirror

Create your own
colour version,
using the NADIR wizard.

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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fixed  
width

fixed  
width

fixed  
width

fixed  
width

variable 
width

variable 
width

67 cm

242 cm

 wardrobe body width from 150 to 170 cm

from150 cm 160 cm 170 cm 180 cm 190 cm 200 cm 210 cm 220 cm 230 cm 240 cm 250 cm to 260 cm

 wardrobe body width 180 cm

 wardrobe body width from 190 to 230 cm
 wardrobe body width from 240 to 260 cm

variable 
width

fixed  
width

fixed  
width

variable 
width

Select body size
As for the main body, you can choose from four available sizes.

3 COLOUR
VERSIONS

BODY

6 COLOUR
VERSIONS

FRONTS

white

white

light san remo oak sonoma oak

Select body colour
Within the body, the colours of the sides and other body elements can be 
freely combined.

Select front colours
You can choose fronts in the basic white colour or combine the basic colour with 6 

additional colours available on special request.

sonoma oak / mirror 
/ sonoma oak

sonoma oak / 
white gloss / 
sonoma oak

light san remo oak/ 
mirror / light san 

remo oak

white / mirror / 
white

sonoma oak

set of
3 shelves - optional

container

Choose
additional 
elements

shoe basket

organiser

underwear basket

trouser hanger
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SALINS
The bedroom is a place where you start and end your day, so its elements should help you store 
your clothes and help you sleep comfortably. The light, sibiu larch colour with visible grain and dark  
highlights of the furniture from the Salins Collection will serve as the basis for creating a subdued,  
modern  arrangement. A bedroom collection must include a double bed, a spacious drawer for bedding  
and a night stand. Organise your storage with a 4-drawer chest and a spacious, sliding-door  
wardrobe. Enjoy an aesthetically pleasing, bright Salins bedroom.

wardrobe SZF/153; chest of drawers KOM4S; bed LOZ/160; drawer SZU/194; night stand  KOM1S

sibiu light larch / 
larico pine

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
100/46,5/96,5 cm  

bed
LOZ/160*
W/L/H
167/204,5/54-75 cm  

drawer
SZU/194
W/L/H
61,5/199/19 cm 

wardrobe
SZF/153
W/D/H
153/61,5/210,5 cm

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
50/40,5/43,5 cm

* beds sold with 2 drawers
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HANA
How to deal with the problem of having to place a large wardrobe in a small 
room, such as a bedroom or hall? Hana wardrobes, with sliding doors are the 
ideal solution. With these wardrobes even a narrow bedroom or home office 
can be equipped with a large, roomy piece of furniture, necessary to maintain 
order and store your belongings.

sonoma oak/white

wardrobe
SZF/200
W/D/H
243/226/59 cm

shelves
(optional)

Neutral decorative wood panels are a timeless 
solution. They blend perfectly well, not only 
with white, but also with a whole palette of 
other colours, such as delicate pastels or more 
expressive burgundy, bottle green or anthraci-
te tones. The character of your interior is up to 
you.
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IDENTO
Open up to a dialogue with the past. Idento fits perfectly with the 
classical style. Look at the decorative milled texture, patina strips, fine 
legs and the elegant shape of the decorative handles. With such pieces 
of furniture, any interior will get a touch of style.

wardrobe SZF5D2S; bed LOZ/160; night stand KOM1S; chest of drawers KOM2D4S; mirror LUS/90

white

table
STO/145
W/L/H
85/145-185/77 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
167,5/207/54-81 cm

cabinet
REG1D1S
W/D/H
69,5/43,5/197,5 cm    

wardrobe
SZF2D1S
W/D/H
99,5/60,5/197,5 cm    

wardrobe
SZF5D2S
W/D/H
159,5/60,5/216,5 cm    

sideboard
KOM2D
W/D/H
94,5/44,5/90 cm    

chest of drawers
KOM2D4S
W/D/H
154,5/44,5/90 cm    

night stand 
KOM1S
W/D/H
54,5/41/47 cm    

chair
NKRS
W/D/H
57/44/95 cm    

chest of drawers
KOM4S
W/D/H
94,5/44,5/90 cm    

glass-door cabinet
REG1W1S
W/D/H
69,5/43,5/197,5 cm    

glass-door cabinet
REG2W1S
W/D/H
99,5/43,5/197,5 cm    

TV stand
RTV2S
W/D/H
124,5/53,5/47 cm    

coffee table
LAW
W/L/H
65/130/51 cm

mirror
LUS/90
W/D/H
99/6,5/76 cm    
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STOCKHOLM
Get to know furniture inspired by Swedish houses and apartments, whe-
re warm highlights and every ray of sunshine is of the utmost importance.  
The whitewashed fronts allow you to hold on to the light for longer. In combina-
tion with the wood-coloured tops, characteristic slats and delicate handles, they 
look very stylish.

wardrobe SZF5D/23/24; bed LOZ/160; night stand  KOM2S/5/5; chest of drawers KOM2D1S/9/10

andersen white pine / 
andersen white pine
top: dark sonoma oak

wardrobe
SZF5D/23/24
W/D/H
243/59/226 cm

chest of drawers
KOM2D1S/9/10
W/D/H
103/43/88 cm

bed
LOZ/160
W/L/H
165/205/42-97 cm

night stand 
KOM2S/5/5
W/D/H
48/43/47 cm

SEE THE WHOLE COLLECTION

FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

A bedroom in white shades  
is a perfect choice. Such interiors 
are soothing and allow you to rest 
and relax. You can always break 
it up with distinctive highlights.  
A colourful blanket or a picture on 
the wall will do great.
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WEKTRA
The Wektra system consists of several spacious modules in dif-
ferent sizes, with which you can easily build a comfortable dres-
sing room. If it is a separate room in your house, you can get rid 
of the doors and just use the main module bodies. However,  
if you decide to buy the door, you have 6 colour options to choose 
from!

Create your own
colour version,
using the
WEKTRA wizard.

1. shoe organiser white    
2. basket Tassel,  black&white, dim: 32x30 cm
3. basket Check, black with white checker, dim: 36x26x16 cm
4. set of 3 wooden hangers, white

1

4

2

3

FEATURES 
AND FUNCTIONS
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Choose the body
As for the main body, you can choose from four available sizes.

body of wardrobe SZF1D 
W/D/H
50/58/218,5 cm

body of wardrobe SZF2DB
W/D/H
100/58/218,5 cm  

body of wardrobe SZF2DA
W/D/H
100/58/218,5 cm  

body of wardrobe SZFN1D
W/D/H
93/93/218,5 cm  

50 100 100

INNER
SIDE OF

THE BODY
3 COLOUR
VERSIONS

BODY
white

white

white 

applies to fronts
in white

and white gloss

canvas

canvassonoma oak

sonoma oak

Select body colour
Within the body, the colours of the sides and other body elements can be freely combined.

Internal fittings
((available in body colours)

wenge oak

wenge oak

drawer SZU/100
Only suitable for
wardrobe SZF2DA

shelf POL/100
Only suitable for
wardrobe SZF2DA

shelf POL/50
Only suitable for
wardrobe SZF1D

INNER
SIDE OF

THE FRONTS

Select front colours
You can choose from fronts in 6 available colours.

6 COLOUR
VERSIONS

FRONTS
monument oak white gloss mirror

• the front with a mirror
cannot be used with the corner 
wardrobe

• with the 2-door wardrobe,  
it is only possible to have
one front with a mirrorsmooth 

front
front with 
smooth insert

front with
grooved insert

front with  
a mirror
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smooth 
inserts

grooved 
inserts

white

white 
applies to fronts
in white
and white gloss

applies to fronts
in white
and white gloss

canvasINNER
SIDE OF

OF THE FRONTS

INNER
SIDE OF

OF THE FRONTS

Select insert colours
You can choose smooth or grooved inserts.

2 COLOUR
VERSIONS

SMOOTH 
INSERTS

3 COLOUR
VERSIONS

GROOVED
INSERTS

monument oak white gloss

white canadiansonoma oak wenge oak

Example configurations
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Dimensions of box furniture, upholstered furniture, tables, chairs and coffee tables presented in the catalogue are given in cm
in the following order: width / depth (length) / height.

LEGEND/ Explanations

tempered 
glass

open-work
furniture

choice of colour 
and front
of the drawer

extended with 
children’s furniture

handle-free 
opening mechanism
of the fronts

frame on 
gas springs

bedding 
container

wooden 
handles

halogen 
lighting

components 
for individual
configuration

press 
to open

mattress 
and bed insert 
optional

lacquered
surface

natural wood 
and veneer

energy efficient
LED lighting,
optional

foil with increased
resistance to scratches
and damage

smooth and silent
closing of drawers

additional shelves  
as an option

gloss 
fronts

capacious 
interior

energy efficient 
LED lighting
as standard

laminate with
increased resistance
to scratches and damage

even and silent 
closing of fronts

bedding
drawer

quality
hinges

wooden 
legs
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Information provided in the catalogue does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. All data contained  
in the catalogue is valid as of the month of providing the catalogue for printing (07/2019). Dimensions  
of furniture may be slightly changed. All dimensions are external dimensions (include finishing and tops). Due to the  
limitations of the printing technology, the colours reproduced in the catalogue may differ from the actual colours of the  
offered furniture and home arrangement products. Decoration used on the pictures is not included in the price 
of the furniture. Most of the furniture presented in the catalogue is sold in packages for self-assembly. Only  
correct assembly of the furniture, that is consistent with the manual, guarantees satisfaction with its use. Information  
concerning availability is valid as of the date of providing the catalogue for printing; in order to determine the exact order 
fulfilment time, please contact your dealer.

Please note: If you are no longer interested in this catalogue please do not throw it away. Give it to someone who may be 
interested in it. By doing so you contribute to the protection of the environment.

Black Red White S.A.

Krzeszowska 63

23-400 Biłgoraj

Poland

E-mail: export@brwsa.pl

www.brw.com


